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Holland City N e ws.
yol. XIV.-NO. 52. HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, JANUARY 30, 1886. WHOLE NO. 701.
HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
W. H. Rogers, Editor and Publisher.
LOCAL ITEMS.
The days are lengthening perceptibly.
Termi of Subscription.
$1.50 per year if paid in advance; $1.75 if
paid at three months, and $S.OO if
paid at six months.
Hate« of advertising made known on application.
Yearly advertiaera nave the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
lines, $2 per annnm.
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub-
lished without charge for subscribers.
I3F*AII advertising bills collectable nuarterl
THIS PIPES
Is your subscription for the News due?
If so, pay up. ; ,
Oon citizens, that is those who want to
attend to what they ought to attend to,
could find plenty of employment now in
clearing the snow from their sidewalks.
i
A creamery company has been organ-
ized at Whitehall.
J. N. Waite has been appointed post*
master at Hudsonvllle, Mich.
-
We have received another lot of anony-
mous communications this week.
Any of our merchants or business men
desiring to have picture advertising cards
can be supplied on applying at this office.
We have on hand a job lot to sell at very
low figures.
Farmers are bringing in bolts and
wood at a lively rate now-a-days.
 ^ -
The day of prayer for Colleges was ob-
served at Hope College last Thursday.
Ooaaluiea Merchant.
... ... Commission Merchant, and
_ dealer in Grain, Flour and Produce. Highest
market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
TJEACII, W  H
Jt> 
aid ........ — —
store, corner Eighth and Fish streets.
"Hiram Y. Potts, the Artemus Ward
of Michigan," has taken the lecture field.
This is the Potts who presides over the
paste pot and shears of the Grand Haven
Courier Journal.
Ock readers must not forget that It
costs money to run a paper, and those
who are in arrears on their subscription to
the News are urged to pay at their ear-
liest convenience. These amounts are
small, there are many of them, and the
aggregate, to us, Is large, while paper and
labor bills must be paid weekly, or month-
ly at the farthest. Please give this re-
quest your attention and giye the printer
bis dues.
The Chicago and West Mich. R’y has
now on sale at its office round trip tickets
good for thirty days. The traveling pub-
lic can save quite a considerable by buy-
ing these tickets.Merriment is the sunny side of exist- _
ence. Therefore laugh and grow f^L— jjext Friday evening, February 5th, a
Don’t fail to attend the Hope Church
social at Mrs. Boone’s next week Friday.
Sragi ui Vediclsti.
TNOE8BURG, J . 0. Dealer in Drags and Medi-U clnea, Palms and Oils, Brashes, Ac. Phy-
sicians prescriptions carefully pnt op. Eighth St.
YT’AN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer in Drags, Medi-
V cines, Paints, Oils, etc. Proprletorof Dr. W.
Van den Berge’s Family Medicines. River Street.
TTTAL8H, HEBER, Druggist and Pharmacist; a
v v fall slock of goods appertaining to the bus-
iness.
rurnitart.
Last week Friday was the most stormy
and disagreeable day of the wholesaler.
yIiorn:— To Mr. and Mrs. Hf' Raffen-
toid on We
r.
Social will be held, under the auspices of
the Ladies’ Aid Society of Hope church,
at the residence of Mrs. H. Boone. All
are cordially invited.
The steamboat committee appointed at
the citizens meeting of last Monday even-
ing held a session last Thursday night
at which were present Mr. R. M. Moore
and Capt. R. C. Brittain, of Saugatuck.
In all probability a dally line of steamers
from here to Chicago will be secured.
Last Saturday E^J^. Williams sold out
his part and interest in the City Hotel to
his brother and partner, George N. Wll-^
liams.^THbi^b wlTTgo HIT ”~
Lawson and hla vlolincello were greatly
appreciated. The vocalists were good and
they rendered some excellent music in a
perfect manner. The committee are to bo
complimented on the success of the enter-
tainment.
A Serenade.
\
id dnesday, January 20, 1880,— a
boy.
Merchants in town say that business is
picking up with the improvement of the
weather.
ILfEYER, BROUWER A CO., Dealers in all
Ivl kinds of Fnraitnre, Curtains, Wall Paper,
Carpets, Coffins, Picture Frames, etc.; River 8t.
General Sealeri.
yAN PUTTEN, G. & SONS, General Dealers In
V Dry Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Huts and
Caps, Flour, Provisions, etc. River street.
Two or three of our idle railroad men
expect to go to Indiana to work in the
near future.
An old time train consisting of some
fifty teams brought bolts to this city last
Wednesday. This new old-time train
was started iu opposition to the railroad
and is quite successful.
The Salisbury government of England
was "knocked out” last Tuesday by a
vote of 329 to 50. The Grand Old Man,
Gladstone, will again take the helm of
Victoria’s ship of state.
W now ahd wO
wish him success. J2dwlu:d remains in
the cily for the presedt bpt has n#t made
up his mind what buslndishe will embark
iu.
Hotel*,
QITY HOTEL, Williams Bros., Proprietors.
v Tfoe only flrst-claes hotel in the city. Is lo-
cated In the business center of the town and has
one of the largest and beet sample rooms in the
state, Free bus in connection with the hotel.
TJHGJNIX HOTEL. Jus. Ryder, proprietor.
X ‘ Located near the C. & W. M. R’y depot, has
good facilities lor the traveling public, and its
tablets unsurpassed. Free hack for accommo-
dation of guests.
Mr. B. Stkketee has for qale the
Standara He-No Tea. We can vouch for
its excellence.
Mr. Frank Boonstra is now post-
master at Drenthe in place of the "of-
fensive partisan.”
The loss sustained by the city by the
fire at the old engine house and lockup
was adjusted by the insurance company
on last week Friday. The amount of
money paid over was $374.50.
Tuesday afternoon last five sleigh loads
of bright and happy children passed
through the streets of this city with flags
and banners flying. ’ On inquiry we found
that it was the scholars of the school in
District No. 1, of the Township of Hoi
land, and that they were enjoying a trip to
Zeeland.
The delayed train of last Friday night
brought home Mr. D. Gilmore and
“bride." As had been suspected the
“bride’’ was a myth and only existed in
the bald head of Darie. However* on
Saturday night a number of tho young
men of Holland, who wore not to be
fooled out of their long anticipated fun,
engaged the ''carry-air’ and were con-
veyed to Mr. Ben Van Raalte’s, the home
of this much abused bachelor, and gave
him a good old fashioned tin-horning.
The hideous noises made by the exbiler-
ated young men aroused the m. a. b.
His musical knowledge led him to sup-
piose that ho was being serenaded. He
left his bed and gsked the young people
In. Mrs. Van Raalte then entertained the
party in a right royal manner for an hour,
after which they left for their respective
homes much pleased with tho result of
their expedition.
Mrs. H. D. Jordan, of this city, con-
ducted evangelical services in Grand
Rapids this week. __ _
Livery and Sale Stable*.
Livery and Boarding
Stable. Fine rig» and good horeea can al-
fAVERRATE. G. J.m, a.' iuv a oaiu tai'acvn wcau
ways be relied on. On Fi»h street, near Scott’s
hotel.
VTIBBELINK, J. U., Livery and Sale Stable;
IN Ninth street, near Market.
It is said that our “city dinner horn” can
he heard at Jamestown Center, fifteen
miles east of here.
James Fox, formerly of the firm of
Mussulman & Loveridge, of Grand Rapids,
has formed a partnership with L. C. Brad-
ford, familiarly known here as "Brad,’’
in the wholesale Tobacco and Cigar trade.
The first number of the Saugatuck
Commercial under the management of
Fred Wade arrived last Saturday. If the
first number is any guide to our judge-
ment we should say that the future issues
will be such as should merit the patron-
age of every citizen in the neighborhood
of Saugatuck.
Mr. D. L. Boyd attended the sessions of
the Grand Lodge of the Free Masons held
in Detroit this week.
Hinufictories, Millt, Shops, Sto.
YTAN RAALTE, B., dcalear in Farm iraple-
Y meniH and machinery. Cor. River and
Ninth Streets.
PhyiloUos.
1)EST, R. B., Physician and Snraeon. can boD found in his office in Firat Ward Drug Store,
on Eighth street.
 — « ..... 
Some thirty odd couples attended the re-
ception of the Macatawa Social Club on
last week Friday eveniug.
The teachers in our Public Schools en-
joyed a sielgbride to Macatawa Park last
Wednesday. We did not learn whether
they went to tho Park to bunt lor four
leaf clover or to learn the art of toboggan-
ing.
A. Seif, the beer brewer, reports his
business as growing and this week has
added two large beer tubs with a capaci-
ty of 72 barrels. Seif has continually en-
larged his brewery until now he manufact-
ures fifteen hundred barrels yearly.
Holland will soon be a rival of Milwaukee
in the beer trade.
Mr. John H. Token, an old Holland
boy, was iu town this week. Mr. Toren’s
present home is in Grand Rapids.
Rev. H. D. Jordan delivers his second
sermon on temperance in tho Methodist
church to-morrow evening. His sermon
of last Sunday evening, on the same sub-
ject, was listened to by a large number of
persons.
Five sleigh loads of school children
TT'REMERS, H.., Physician ami Surgeon. Res-
JY idcncc on Twelftn alreet, cor. of Market St.
Office at the drug store of Kramers & Bangs.. Of-
fice hours from 11 a. m. to Vi m.,and from 5 to 6 p.m
^ATES, O. E.. Physician and Surgeon. OfficeX at residence on the corner of River and_JL. ill* itOtUVWV/t \sii vuu uuv«
Eleventh streets, formerly occupied by the late Dr.
Ledeboer.
Watshei and Jewelry.
IX REYMAN, OTTO, Watchmaker, Jeweler, aud
JD dealer in fancy goods. Corner of Market
and Eighth streets.
The Dew church on the corner of Ninth J from the Drenthe school came to this city
and Market streets is rapidly assuming! last Wednesday. They were a merry lot
  ^ , 4
Steps should at once be taken to give
the West- Michigan Fruit Growers’ Socielv
which meet iu this city next March, a
right royal reception. This Society is the
most important of pomological societies
in the state and deserves to be as well en-
tertained as the people of Holland can
find the means of entertainment.
shape. The fiame is nearly all up.
Another "Cheap Store” struck town
this week and is occupying Post’s old
store. They hang out a large red flag.
TTTYKHUYSEN, U., dealer in' Watches, Clocks,
f.f Jewelry and Spectacles, cor. Ninth aud Ce-
dar etreeta.
Last Wednesday was the first really
fine day we have had in two weeks and
almost everybody was out sleigh-riding.
of children aud enjoyed a brief season of
sweet cake, candy, and nuts at Pessink
Bros.’ store.
F. 5b A. II.
A Regular Communication of Unity Lodok,
No. 191, F. & A. M., will be held at Masonic Hall
Holland, Mich., at 7 o'clock, on Wednesday
evenings, Jan. 20, Feb. 17, March 17, April 14,
MavJS, June 10, July 14, Aug. 11, Sept. 8, Oct. 18,
Nov. 10, Dec. 8. St. John.s days June 94, and
Dec. 27.
D. L. Boyd. W. M.
O. Breyman, Ste’v.
Miss Stella Hopkins has organized a
school for dancing in this city. Her
classes meet every Thursday aud Saturday.
The loss of the orange crop in Florida
is now estimated at $5,000,000. ~ Land
agents are attempting to conceal the fact.
- w
The Chicago and West Mich. R’y com-
pany has issued an order compelling their
employees to wear uniforms after Febru-
ary 1. This applies to all men along the
lines except the officers nnd clerks in the
general offices.
Wm. S. Watkins, the First Ward Pho-
tographer, is doing some exceedingly fine
work in photos. We would suggest
to those desiring, pictures that they give
him a call before going out of town for
first class rtork.
Roklof Ter Berk, a young man twen-
ty years old, who lives about two miles
east of here, while drawing bolts last
Thursday was kicked by a horse on his
right leg breaking both bones between the
knee and ankle. Dr. R. B. Best was
called and reduced the fracture nnd made
the patient as comfortable as possible.
A great deal of interest is manifested
in Gnnd Rapids and Muskegon over the
proposed new railroad to Muskegon. The
Grand Rapids and Indiana R. R. Com-
pany are surveying lines and a company
of capitalists will be formed to push the
work to a successful end. The road will
be known as the Muskegon, Grand IJapids
and Indiana Company.
Knights of Labor.
Harmony Anacmbly, No. 8,719, of Holland City,
meet in Odd Fellowa’ Hall every week. All com-
mnnicationa should be addressed to
, Harmony Lock Box,27.y Holland, Mich,
We desire a correspondent in every
hamlet and town within twenty miles of
this city. Write to the editor for particu-
lars.
Produce, Etc.
, (WHOLESALE.)
{OomcUd every Friday by E. J. Barrington.)
Apples. 80c; Beans, $1.00; Butter, 18. !4 cts:
Eggs, 15c; Honey, 12c; Onions, 50c; Potatoes
30c.
»? RETAIL.
Apples. 40c; Beans, $1.25; Batter, 15c;
Bggsi 16c; Honey, 14c; Onions, 00c; Potatoes, 40c.
Qrain, Feed, Etc.
(WHOLESALE.)
{Corrected every Friday by W. H. Beach.)
Married:— At the Methodist Church,
Holland, on January 17, 1880, by Rev. H.
D. Jordan, O. Ulric Mllin to Miss Mary
Ellen Blank both of this city.
$9.00; Mlddll
Pc-’earl Barle
othyBeed,
Lancaster a, 87. Corn, ear, 38c.
BITAIL.
We had the pleasure of a fast ride be-
hind the blooded young team of horses
owned by D. Van Eenenaam, of Zeeland,
on last Tuesday.
... H. Carpenter, General Passenger
and Freight Agent of the Chicago and West
Mich., R’y was in the city last Thursday
looking at the ice in Macatawa Bay.
-  —
The Muskegon Car and Engine Works
were sold by the assignee on last Saturday
to the Chicago & West Mich. R’y Com-
pany for $35,000. . The works were valued
at over $100,000. They will probably be
In full operation again shortly.
At the annual meeting of tho stock-
holders of the Cappon & Bertsch Leather
Company held In Grand Rapids recently,
a dividend of six per cent was declared
and Mr. Isaac Cappon was elected super-
intendent In place of Mr. John Bertsch.
List of letters remaining in the post-
office at Holland, Mich., Jan. 28lh, 1880:
C. Van der Berg and J. D. Wells.
Wm. Verbbek, P. M.
Married: In Holland, on Satui
January 10, 1880, by I. Fairbanks, ]
Mr. William F. Van Anrooy, of this olty^
to Miss Gertie Dycke, of Grand Hai
Mr. Ed. Frik has severed his connec
tion with the wholesale grocery house of
Buckley, Lemon & Co., of Grand Rapids,
and it is rumored that he has something
better on bis own account. We hope the
rumor may he true and wish Ed. success.
Rev. A. A. Pfanstiehl, of Columbia,’
Mo., will deliver a lecture in Hope Col-
lege Chapel, on next Monday. Feb. 1st, at
7:30 p. m. The subject is: ‘The De-
mands of our Age.” This lecture has
been delivered In several places In the
State of Missouri, and it is upon request
that Rev. Pfanstiehl gives us also the op-
portunity to hear it. Admission free.
The Buslneu Meeting.
The public meeting announced by bills
on last Saturday and held In Lyceum
Opera House on Monday evening last,
was attended by the mNjority of our bus-
iness men nnd many other citizens. The
object of the meeting was stated to be to
take tho necessary steps to relieve our
manufacturers and shippers from the po-
sition in which they are placed at present,
ns regards freight rates to and from Hol-
land. The fact that Holland shippers arc
being discriminated against by the Chica-
go and West Mich., R’y Co., and that our
rates were higherihan other towns of equal
fize on tho road, was clearly shown. Be-
yond this, instances were cited of enor-
mous charges upon shipments to Joseph
Fixter, and other persons bertfi which, if
continued, could only result
away Mr. Fixter and the hUBl»w,'|)^ Is
engaged in here. As a remedy, this
state of affairs the meeting too^^^j&W/;
lowing action; It was re9f>l*|
this meeting declares it is neemry fPr
the interests of Holltnd— That^steam-
boot line between Holland and ^Chicago
and Milwaukee bo established and main-
tained; Farther that a committee of
five be appointed to tako lmmediatc meas-
ures to secure a sleamboailine from Hol-
land. A like committee was also ap-
pointed to confer with the Railroad Com-
pany; and to endeavor to secure more
satisfactory freight arrangements to and
from Holland. From this point, which
about covered the object of the meeting, tho
interest and large qltendance ol citizens ,
led to the following additional and im-
portant action. A resolution was adopted
that the meeting recommend and will of-
fer a bonus of $500 to secure the establish-
ment and maintainance of a creamery at
Holland, to cost not less than $2,500, and
that this offer be advertised in a paper
circulating among the creamery trade.
Also, that the citizens of Holland orgnnilfr
a "Business Mens’ Association” to takfr
charge of all new enterprises, to prevent,
freight discrimination, and to encourage
and secure farther manufacturing interests
here. The meeting then adjourned until
Monday evening, February 8, at Lyceum
Opera House, at which time the commit-
tees appointed will report. Tho comtniV
tees appointed under the above resolu-
tions, are as fellows: Steamboat Com-
mittee,— R. E. Werkman, J. G. Van Put-
ten, H. D. Post, B. Van Raalte, and E. J.— ; - „ , \ b v itaai a iu. j
Tuesday oight sale crackers attempted, Uarrlllgton. Kailroa(i committee,— W. H.
to force an entrance Into the safe of Mr.l c j D(J Ro0i H Boonei w z
J. Deo Herder of Zeeland. T^ey ,uc‘ 1 Dung, and W.H/Jogers;' On organiza-
needed bnt partially in their work, blow- Bu(lnei^enV AMOcial,on_A.
ing only one door off the safe when they
were alarmed and left without any plun-
der. There was nearly $2,000 In the safe.
, Kanters, H.,
congratulate 01
f alsh and J. C. Post. We
readers on the good work
sr “-rr
The Young People’s meeting held Sun-
evening at 0:30 in Hope Church chapel In-
creases in interest and attendance. The
prayera, remarks, and Gospel songs are
short, prompt, and earnest. The service
is (nil of life and power. All younf
people are Invited.
The excavatlog that is being done on j
River street between Eighth and Ninth
streets is tor a magnificent one-stonf
building for C. Dok, the butcher.
will, so we understand, itartl another meat
.market, as soon as bis budding is com-
pleted.
torney were in the city on Wddnesda
looking upTclnes to the criminals.
The Concert.
Take eh & Da Speldeb, of Douglas,
Mich., desire to move their wagon factory
to thU place apd-JKJllthen enl
institution. r^meeUng'^nTRld yester
day afternoon to decide^orf what encour
fonua, it would
be advisable to give them
The musical entertainment, the second
number of the* Lecture Course, occurred
•t the Opera House last Tuesday evening.
The entertainment was under the direc-
tion of Prof. Shepard and waa fully up to
the expecUtlona of the large and apprecl-
ive audience present. The many num-
^ra of the program were admlrtbly ren-
dered by the ladles and gentlemen taking
part The violin soloe of Mias Anna Mil-
ler deserve special mention ae they were
MQler is certainly i
be kept roltllbg. Holland must either
have equal freight rates with other towns,
or wo must take the place of Grandville
nnd other suburbs of Grand Rapids. We
cannot obtain or expect new factories here
noless matters are changed. All other
lake shore towns support a steamboat line
to’Chlcago and thereby keep themselves
Independent of the railroads. Our mer-
chants can buy goods in Chicago and Mil-
waukee, as waa formerly done;
Joseph, Grand Haven, Mual
South Haven Dullness men do
people of Holland have ‘
of dollars toward buildi
1
if
4
1
1
"M
*1
.f
'3*
.J;
i
i
m
9
1
m
and J
‘Yi - 3“
now here; «
criminated
artiste of no small
'J; 'V..1y*K
-
-
wfollittfil fitg ijlems.
HOLLAND COT. MIOHIOAN.
THE NEWS CONDENSED.
FORTY-NINTH CONGRESS.
Tax Senate, after ooniiderable debate, adopt-
ed a resolatlon on the 19th in at extending tho
privilegea of the floor to ICr. Moody, of Dakota.
A joint resolution was passed to appoint Gen.
John F. H&rtr&nft a manager of the National
Soldiers' Home in place of Gen. McClellan. A
resolution was agreed to directing the Secre-
te the details of eachtary of the Treasury to sta  ________
purchase of silver bullion for coinage since last
July. Mr. Teller argued against a gold stand-
ard, and Mr. Morrill gave notice of his
intention to speak on the subject of silver.
Speaker Carlisle laid before the House of Rep-
resentatives a letter from the Chief of Engin-
eers, asking for an appropriation of 950,000 for
surveys on the Mississippi River. Bills were
reported back for the purchase of the old
Produce Exchange Building in New York, to
place Fits John Porter on the retired list as a
Colonel, and to increase the pensions of widows
from t8 to $12 per month. A resolution was
adopted accepting the statue of James A. Gar-
field presented by the State of Ohio.
__ ____ . A bill was
* passed appropriating $12,000 for the relief of the
Northern Cheyennes in Montana.
A resolution directing the Secretary of the
Treasury to forward all papers relating to the
contract to nut an additional story on the Post-
' office at Peoria, IlL, including a protest against
the work being performed bv convict
labor, was agreed to by the Senate oh the 20th.
The discussion of Mr. Beck's eilver
resolution was then resumed. Mr. Morrill
iiKnrvS; I£iiC#n; ot Cougr** from Wisconsin, died in Wash-
$150,000, fully insured. Nearly 10,000 ihgten, aced 62 years,
bales were consumed. . . .A sad ekating ac-
ddent, resulting in the drowning of two per- , ___ w
•one, occurred near Dawson, Pa. A party I 1*01.1 riCAL*
IN a* 0W“ on a* “ o, W
lady named Biserfell into an air-hole. Her I “7* General Kennedy, the President, ruled
eacort, James Marshal], rushed to her rescue, that the four members from Hamilton
they were both drowned. m f01^! of Hfpubhcans, who,
THf State of Pe„nBylvani. haa eighteen ^  te"
schools for soldiers' orphans, on which I crate remained in the hall, and passed a
$8,000,000 has been expended during tho mo^on °f adjournment until Monday even-
paet twenty yean ..... The neidenee of the "'L ,'JUe8tT' ^
widow of General Henry Storme, at Tar- now be decided in open Senate,
rytown, N. Y„ was robbed by eir masked ChTm.n CoWglll,
men, who carried off the family plate, val- , ??U8e Co““it‘e/ on Elections, say-
nables reliea, jewel-hUted ewords, and the i”,8 ”a<iy i°r “ bmshgation
accumulated silverware of three genera- ? “e bribery matter, and tendering
Uone, the aggregate value reaching mto the r! 0,n8nDt book; “Ild pnvate papere
thousands, fhe burglars almost smothered Si ‘fVnlTe f°w- • comm,tUe.- • 
Mrs. Storms with a pillow Colonel Knight, of Wisconsin, a prominentTup quiJL. u’n vi Democratic politician, states that a combi-
The Postal Telegraph Cable Company nation to drive Postmaster General Vilas
has been incorporated in New York, its from the Cabinet has been formed by the
capital being $5,000,000, with a right to ifl- J™18 of the Central, Southern and Union
crease it ____ Tne health authorities of New Pacific Roads, the Bell Telephone and West-
ADDITIONAL NEWS.
York seized 700 boxeo of frozen oranges I ^n Union Telegraoh Companies, the Pacific
j0 Mail Steamship Company, and the New
declared that the only hostility to silver arose
• be a fixedfrom what seemed to >  and passionate
purpose of some of its advocates to promote
such an excess of silver coinage as will drive
gold oat of the country and leave oar vast trade
and commerce baaed upon silver only. He
stated that no man proponed to demonetixe tho
white metal ; but the public seemed to forget
that out of a coinage of 215,000,000 silver dollars
we had only pushed 50, 000, 000 into circulation.
Mr. Morrill denied that there had been any
failure on the ) the Treasury officials tole part of
comply with the laws regarding the application
of the money received from customs duties.
He contended that the public faith was
pledged to the payment of the bonds, botn
principal and interest, in gold, and that our
credit would be dishonored by paying them
off in silver worth 79 cents on ihe dollar
that a continuance of the coinage of
silver meant the banishment of gold, a mon-
etary crisis, and an indefinite issue of green-
backs or the revival of wildcat banks. Mr.
Beck said that to stop coining silver money in
order to make silver money more valuable was
like stoppins the grinding of wheat into flour in
order to make wheat more valuable. The pur-
pose was to suspend it now and never to resume
ooinam. He gave notice that in due time he
would reply to Mr. Morrill’s speech. Mr.
McPherson (N. J.) expressed himself in
favor of as much silver coin as would
keep it on a par with gold. Mr. Beck said the
from Florida, saturated them with carbolio . v , m .. •, * — - . — — -----
acid, and dumped them into the North 1-ork "nbune, nil of which are, he claims,
River. .... The feny-house of the West controlled. bJ substantially fhe same persons.
Shore Railroad Company and of the'Wee- In an interview with the Committee on
burned. A tank of naphtha at the works of ?ie.eight*h<mr 1bw’ ^  Pre8ldent said he
the Manhattan Gas Company adjoining ^ lieved the law a sound one and should be
was destroyed. The total loss is placed at enfor?ed to the letter. He promised to see$75,000. j ite abuse should be remedied, as the
Government can not afford to set the ex-
XII E WEST. I amPle of non-enforcement of its own en-
actments ...... Civil- Senice Commissioner
The three Russians who stored dynamite Dorman B. Eaton has sent his resignation
within the limits of San Francisco have to • e Pre8ident- 10 tftke effect March 9.
been sentenced to six months each in the . President Cleveland has decided to
house of correction. . . .John R. Moore, of mstruct Cabinet officers to furnish no infor-
Lapeer, Mich., who had been deranged for as to suspensions from office. He
several weeks, killed himself by thrusting regards the power of absolute removal as
his head into a stove — A fire at La Crosse Presidential prerogative,
destroyed the planing-mill of Larson &
Co., valued at $20,000.
N. Y. Jones and F. Treseder, the Mor- I GENERAL*,
mons arrested at Salt Lake, for attempting | Chicago elevators, as per official re-
people of the Weit had shown tbeir confidence
in tills ver. They had sent East 66,000,000 of gold
dollars and took silver certificates for it, sus-
tained by silver alone, until the Treasury stopped
it . Mr. Teller, in whose time most of the de-
bate bad taken place, declined to yield any
longer, and continued his remarks. He repudi-
the idea implied by the gold advocates
that the people whom he represented meant to
scale the debt Mr. Maxey said the bankers had
been doing all they oould to bring about their
own predictions, and a little ring of them bad
been formed for the purpose of shipping a little
gold. President Cleveland sent to the Sen-
ate the name of Charles J. Canda to be As-
sistant Treasurer at New York. The House of
Representatives passed the Senate bill for the
purchase of the old produce exchange building
in New York. Bills were reported to retire
Lieutenant W. B. Randall as a Lieutenant Com-
mander, and to authorize the voluntary retire-
ment of naval officers who have served for
thirty years or who have been comsplcoous for
heroism. A lively debate took place on the bill
to increase the pensions of widows from $8 to $12
per month.
Bills were introdneed in the Senate on the
21st to enable the people of Dakota to form a
EUto Government, and to prevent the demone-
tization of American coin by making contracts
for gold paymenta void. Mr. Edmunds’ electoral
connt bill was disenssed. The House spent the
thi
to bribe United States officers, have been turns, contain 14,591.710 bushels of wheat,
“ totlO.WO and $5,000 bail respectively. 2,497,833 bushels of com, 271,581 bushels
I f8’ 320 876 bnshels „f w .red 794,538
the arrival of any process of court for the I roo i making a grand total of
arrest of Mormons. The penalty i8 three Pi h08.8’ again8tlfi,5,‘,5,^81 bnBb‘
years in the penitentiary. .. .Flames de- I , at . ? pwiod la ft year. Visible sunnly
stroyed the Poorhouse, near Jackson, ®tates ^  Canada:
Mich., and se^en of the • inmates v ^ bushels, corn 6,595,409
perished in the flames. The survivors were , ’ oa*H 2,074,297 bushels, rye 758,851
obliged to remain for some time in the bn4 , B’ bariey 1,966,887 bushels. The
snow before places could be secured for I,. eiP^rt8 produce from New York
them. The building was nearly new, and JJ® we®k were valued at nearly
was. valued at $12,000. .. .It is said that P6,400,000*
about $5,000,000 in bonds of the St. Paul The 8hip Frank N. Thayer, 1,500 tons,
Road, to be issued for the construction of bound from Manila to New York with a
Paul, was arrested for the embezzlement of .L bop® bas k®®11 abandoned of reoov-$10,000. ering alive any of the men entombed in the
Eight men were buried in a cabin by an Newburg, W. Ya., mine . . . .Five deaths
avalanche near Aspen, Col. Three were baTe a^readJr re8ulted from the explosion of
killed, and the rest were insane when taken “ ^ YT'ut j Phe National Board of Trade adopted
resolutions urging legislation to prevent the
THE SOUTH. I undervaluation of merchandise and to de-
dxy in discussing the bill to increase e pen-
sions of soidienr widows.
Thx two political parties came to a deadlock
In the Honse soon after tho reading of the jour-
nal |on Jan. 22, when Chairman Herbert, of the
Naval Committee, asked the passage without
debate of the Boutelle resolution calling on the
Secretary of the Navy for information regarding
the erasure of inscriptions and the discharge of
Onion soldiers at Norfolk Navy Yard. The Re-
publicans insisted upon having an hour and a
“If or two hoursr debate on either side.
Mr. Herbert took the position that as the resolu-
tion was simply one of inquiry of the Secretary
Of the Navy in regard to the removal of inscrip-
Uons and discharge of Union soldiers, about
which tiie House had no knowledge, any debate
that might take place before the infonuation
was sent to the House by the Secretary of the
Navy would be premature. Reed, of Maine came
to the assistance of his colleague, and Hewitt, of
New York, restated the position of the Chairman,
and the contest began. Tho Democrats did not
have a quorum present, and the dilatory meth-
ods of Mr. Boutelle, intended to prevent a vote
on ordering the previous question, operated also
to give the Democrats time to send for ab-
sentees. Mr. Herbert also demanded a call of
toe House so as to waste more time, and while
•aa* going on Democrats who had supposed
that the day would be devoted to private bills,
and had gone to the departments on business or
to call on the President, were notified that their
totes were needed, and repaired at once to the
Representatives' Hall. It was nearly two Lours
and a half before Mr. Herbert found a suf-
ficient namber of Democrats present and
not paired to move that further proceed-
ings under the call be dispensed with.
Meanwhile, Biggs, of Illinois, and Sow-
den, of Pennsylvania, were brought to the bar
by the Bergeant-at-Anns to explain their ab-
sence. After the members had some fun with
toe two prisoners, their excuses were accepted.
The previoos question was ordered by a partv
vote— 159 to 91— and tho half hour allowed for
debate under such circumstances was divided
•anally between Mr. Boutelle, of Maine, and
Mr. Georg# Wise, of Virginia. After
• sharp partisan debate, the reso-
ration was passed, with an amendment inserted
by toe Democrats extending the inquiry to die-
Blseals made at the navy-yard and light-house
district at Norfolk, during the terms of the im-
mediate predecessors of the present Secretary of
th« Navy. The Senate was not in session on
too28d.
THE EAST.
At Morewood, Pa., sixty-two deputy
sheriffs and policemen had a fight with 250
Hungarian strikers, resulting in thirteen
men and one woman beinp arrested. Over
• hundred shots were fired and many of the
strikers were wounded, but were carried off
by companions. One officer was slightly
hurt. This, it is believed, is but the begin-
ning of the troubles. . . . At a railroad meet-
ing in Pittsburgh it was decided that freight
shippers shall not be given passes over the
lines. Stockmen who come in with cattle
will, however, be granted a pass home. . . .
Herman Koehler & Co.’s brewery at New
York was damaged $30,000 by fire.
The Relief .Committee at Nanticoke, Pa.,
has received from the public at large the
sun of $8,534 to aid twenty families left
destitute by the coal miue disaster. . . .The
New York State Workingmen's Associ-
ation will boycott all Chinese labor,
the products of, such labor, and
all citizens who assise the Chinese....
Fires in cotton storehouses at Tompkins.
. . ~~ZT . , _ A11® the harbor limits of navigable water-
A dispatch from Harold, Texas, reports courses; recommending the adoption of the
how another festive cowboy came to die GGotal system and the passage of the bill
with his boots on: ^ re8ulate commerce.
Gainee Bullard, a cowboy, who it seeniR has Three incendiary fires at Kingston, Ont.,
bof“ we“lthy merch“nt of th“‘ p,nce- • • •I oftai
At Covington, Kentucky, Mrs. Gravener
drowned herself and an infant in a cistern. I FOREIGN.
— Henry Jackson, a colored man, was ex-
erated in Webster Pariah, Louisma, for L ^ ^ G“0ne'8 Bpeechin
themurder of a grocer named R. A. Britten. r 111 .ment 1BBald “> he the inspiration of
— A quadrilateral duel is reported from boPe “i the Nationalists that they may rely
Manchester, Kentucky. The last survivor upon him for real assistance in securing
is mortally wounded. One bottle of whisky home rule. Mr. Thomas Sexton in an elo-
andawoman inspired the tiagedy....Thequent speech indicated the firm attitude of
Carrollton cotton-seed oil mills, in the up- the Irish party, but said that neither he nor
per portion of New Orleans, valued at $90,- his colleagues would interfere with any hon-
000, were destroyed by fire. Their owner est effort for Ireland’s good. .. .Louise
was the late Edmund Richardson, the mil- Mourey, who was convicted of connection
honaire planter. with the abduction of Eliza Armstrong in
The damage to the fruit crop of Florida Lop don, died in Millbank Prison from
by tho cold weather is estimated at nearly Prik'bt 8 disease.
$2,000,000 .... Calvin Simpson, a negro, There is a deficit in the ItaIiai1 bud8et
broke into the honse of an old white lady attributed to cholera and the
named Mrs. Graves, three miles below p1?6118® °f the Mossowah expedition....
Henderson, Ky., pnrsned the old lady and The Grecian fleet has put to sea under
her two daughters, who had fled therefrom, sealed orders. Lord Salisbury has warned
and, overtaking the former, killed her with Greece that she must not attack Turkey by
a club. The daughters escaped. Calvin sea. .. .The appearance of Minister PhelM
was arrested. I at the opening of Parliament in his evening
war  I £efi8’ am0n? th® BCarlet ^ ermine o{ the
w ASUAiiurOif. I Peers, is said to have resembled a black fly
in a platter of strawberries and cream. . . .
The Republicans of tho Ohio Senate as-
sembled on Monday, Jan. 25, at 10 a. m.,
but the Democratic Senators or the Clerk
did not put in an appearance until 4 p. m.
The lobbies were crowded, and great ex-
citement prevailed. The contest was opened
upon a motion to dispense with proceed-
ings under the call, which motion
President Kennedy would not enter-
tain, but after an hour's debate
the question was voted on. Next,
the Republicans endeavored to bring up the
contest cases, while their opponents desired
to offer a resolution to consider the con-
stitutional relations existing between the
Senate and its President. Mr. Pavey, Re-
publican, reported rules to govern proceed-
ings in the contests, upon which motions to
adjourn and for other purposes were made,
but the President declared them to be out
of order. Another motion for adjourn-
ment was offered, and the Clerk proceed-
ed to call the roll, the President in the
meantime vigorously using his gavel to
drown the Clerk's voice. Twenty members
voted to adjourn, and the Democrats and
clerks quitted the hall. The President then
read Pavey’s rules, which were adopted,
and the Republicans adjourned till Tues-
day, the Democrats voting to adjourn till
Wednesday. There was great excitement
in the Ohio capital over the conflict of au-
thority in the Senate.
The Tryner Jewelry Company, of Den-
ver, Col., failed for $35,000, principally
due to New York firms.... At Cleveland,
dvnamicers partially wrecked the dwelling
of Police Officer George E. Conner, who
lately killed a notorious burglar. It is be-
lieved that friends of the latter planned
the explosion. . . .Snowslides in the vicinity
of Crested Buttes, Col., carried away two
cabins and killed five men.
United States Judge Love rendered
a decision at Keokuk, sustaining tho consti-
tutionality of the prohibitory law and giving
the State courts full powers. In the case of
breweries and beer-gardens erected before
the passage of the act, it is set forth that
proceedings shall be by condemnation ....
In the suit of the Government against Max-
well and others, involving 1,700,000 acres of
land in New Mexico and Colorado, Judge
Brewer at Denver, decided in favor of the
defendants.
Five powers of Europe have joined Eng-
land in warning Greece not to moke war on
Turkey. The ambassadors at Athens will
urge the reduction of the Greek army and
navy to a peace footing. The British
squadron has orders to assist in defending
the Turkish coast against the Greek fleet.
Five battalions of Turkish troops have left
Salonica for the Greek frontier. Greece
has given England notice that she will
maintain her claim to Thessaly and Epirus,
no matter what the cost. Germany has
ordered the ironclad Prinz Frederick Karl
to sail for Pineus.
The President went from Washington to
Baltimore on tho evening of Jan. 25, to at-
tend the charity ball. He was accompanied
by Senator and Mrs. Gorman, Miss Endi-
cott, Miss Vilas, Col. Cassidy, Col. and
Mrs. Lament, and Col. and Mrs. Wilson.
The Mexican Government is likely to
propose to the United States the holding of
a special monetary conference in relation to
the legalized depreciation of the Mexican
dollar.
REGULATiHG RAILWAYS.
Senator CoUom’i Interstate Commerce
BiQ Reported to the
Senate.
Its Stringent Proviaiona for Reatrioting
Monopolies— An Elaborate Ac-
companying. Beport.
TJe report of Senator Cullom'i Select Com-
mittee upon Interetete Railroad Traneportotion,
which woe ubmltted to toe Senate onthe 18tn
of January, Is a voluminous document, which
discusses the transportation problem in all ite
hearings, and especially toe question of toe
power of Congress to regulate interstate com-
"Port Mr. Cullom sub-
mitted a bUl regulating interstate com-
“e"e' ^ Wch ho asked micht be referred
pack to the committee, and that the commit-
^eYollor'1—'— --que8.t ™ Panted.
rather the kinds of traffic, to which the regula-
sonabie.the preliminary sections aim to pro.
hlblteyery variety of unjust discrimination: to
prescribe adequate penalties therefor, and to
prescribe for their enforcement in the courts of
the United Staton. ThfiRAMnotinnnUnited States. These sections include the
requirement that all carriers shall afford rea-
sonable facilities for the interchange of traffic
with connecting lines, and the mohibil
„ ----- , — — ____ ._ition of a
greater' charge for a shorter than for a longer
not constitute an unjust discrimination. Such
common carrier may, however, in special cases
bo authorized by the commission to charge less
tor longer than for shorter distances for tho
transportation of passengers and property.
Another section requires all carriers subject
to the provisions of the proposed act to file their
tariffs and classifications with tho Interstate
Commission, aud provides that they shall be
posted or otherwise published, but leaves to
be determined by the commission the manner
of publication and the places at *and between
which rates shall be published. Provision is
made for enforcing the requirements of the com-
mission in those respects through the courta.
and for the maiatenance of tho rates that may
thus be published. u« ui y
Provision is also made for the appointment by
the President of five Commissioners, to be con-
firmed by the Senate, the Commissioners first
appointed to continue in office for the term cJ
two, three, four, five, aud six years respectively,
beginning toe 1st day of July next, not more
than three of whom shall be appointed from
toe same political party ; and several sections
axe devoted to prescribing the duties of toe
Commissioners and the manner in which com-
SSA"* ^  h® lnV0Btigated and penalties in-
under its direction when found neces-
J*?10 Balary o* each Commissioner is to
bo 17,500 per annum.
pie report accompanying the bill isavolu-
minous document It says the outlook Is not
good for the United States to ship breadstuffs in
unlimited quantities throughout the civilized
world, and the principal markets, both for hreiui
The buildings occupied by six firms on
Arch street, Philadelphia, were destroyed
by fire. On a rough estimate the losses
will aggregate $250,000.
The Chair presented a letter from the Secre-
tary of the Treasury, at the Bosslcn of tho Sen-
ate on Jan. 25, stating that national bonks hold
$ ».0J9,873 of tho bonds called for payment next
month, and a communication from the Secretary
of the Interior asking for additional clerks for
the CommiHsioner of Railroads. C. E. Walthall
wai sworn in as Senator from Mississippi. Mr.
Hear reported a bill to provide for the
settlement of tho debt of the Pacific rail-
roads. Messrs. Dawes and Ingalls male some
severe comments upon tho misspelling of words
in bills and resolutions received from the House,
particularly as to a measure for the relief o
the Northern Cheyenne Indians, In his CD’nleyc o . ope -
ing prayer the House Chaplain feelingly re-
ferred to the death of Representative Itaukin, of
Wisconsin, and invoked the divine blessing and
protection upon the sorrowing family. The
House thereupon adjourned out of respect to toe
memory of toe deceased.
b ad
and meats, must henceforth be sought at home.
In 1U discussion of toe power of Congress to
regulate commerce, toe couunittee reviews ex-
haustively the declarations of tho United States
Supreme Court on the subject. It says :
From the judicial construction of toe word
commerce by the court of last resort, it is appar-
ent that it has a very wide meaning as employed
in the Constitution, and that it includes not only
intercourse and traffic, but as well the subject,
matter of intercourse and traffic, and also the
channels through which and the agencies by
which such intercourse and traffic may be Va»-
riedon. Railroads are everywhere recognized
as cemmon carriers, and as such are held amen-
able to the courts for the performance of erfeh
duties as devolve upon common carriers under
the law. No common carrier has the right under
the comqiou law to discriminate between persons
or places, or to give preferences in any manner.
The theory of the common law is that all who
are situated alike must be treated alike. Un-
just discrimination is the chief cause of com-
plaint against the management of railroads In
the conduct of business, and gives rise to much
of the pressure upon Congress for regulative
limitation. The railroad companies do not rec-
ognize, as they should, the fact that they sustain
a difierout relation to the public from persons
engaged in ordinary business enterprises. Rail-
road companies are not so disposed to regard
themselves as holding a public office and bound
to the public as expressed in the ancient law.
They do not deal with each citizen alike. They
discriminate between persons and between
places, and the States and Congress are conse-
quently called on to in some way enforce the
plain principles of the common law for toe pro-
tection of the people against the unlaw-
ful conduct of common carriers in carry-
ing on the commerce of the counter. The
railroad iconwrations necessarily rest under the
some obligations to deal fairly and equitably
with all its citizens without favoritism or dis-
crimination as the state Itself. There is no oc-
casion to consider the necessity of a constitu-
tional amendment for the regulation of teanpor-
tation until it has been demonstrated by actual
trial that the powers now possessed by Congress
can not be exercised effectively.
The soject of competition between water-ways
and railroads is discussed briefly, and the con-
clusion is reached that waterways are the most
effective regulators of railroad charges, and the
emancipation of the waters is a national neces-
sity. The improvement of the Mississippi and
THE MARKETS.
The House Appropriations Committee The police authorities at London are taking
has begun the consideration of Mr. Morri- extraordinary precantions to prevent the
son’s bill to abolish all permanent and in- I dynamite outrage®. Threats
definite appropriations except those relating ^ /T®'
to interest on tho public debt, the sinking SbL * th£ Qu1een.; atiltRd® on tbo Irwb
fund, the refnndino nf tWrnihii* 4k,. question. . . .Nearly all of Europe is cov-fund, the refunding* of the pnbUc'debtTthe I n" °i EurT
Cmi4ka«««.« e—i AU ____ c I wed with snow. On the continent thoSmithsonian fund, the repayment of cm- , k lR® ®?ntl“ent *1
toms and internal revenue taxes levied in w npri kn°Wn f?r a
excess of the lawful amounts, drawbacks p®nod* ib fourteen years since
on dOtiablo goods, the fund for soldiers’ B0. mucb 8now’ and tbere “
homes, and the navy pension fund, and a b * B,lffenn8 m consequence,
few others of minor importance. ^  petition has been sent by the German
In the United States Supreme Court the Poard Agriculture to Prince Bismarck
other day, in a case regarding a patent for a8Wn8 that efforts be made to raise the price
a woman’s dress- protector, Gen. B. F. Bat- of 8ilver- • • -Mine. Adelina Patti is suffering
ler created amusement among the auditors from severe hoarseness, but thinks she will
by a peculiar manipulation of elegantly 1x5 able to fil1 her Paris engagements....
dressed doils, which were attired in a man- H®nl7 Mapleson, the husband of Mme.
ner to show the advantages of the protector. Marie 11026 wa8 thrashed behind the scenes
A. delegation from the southern harbor by Le8li® Cl]otty» a “emb®r tbe Maple-
improvement convention called upon Presi- i„m Tn^1' Smith! C^ef ^ gecretay
dent Cleveland, who expressed himself as
deeply impressed with the importance of
developing the natural waterways of the
country by the use of public money ____
Among the matters settled in committee last
week, says a Washington dispatch, was one
by the Senate Committee on Territories
which decided to report favorably the bill
for the admission of Washington Territory
as a State; first, however, amending it so
that the new State will take in the narrow
neck of Idaho between the eastern line of
Washington and the Bitter Root Mountains.
Clara Morris had her usual fainting
spell at Washington during a performance
of uCamille.M. . . . Jooeph Rankin, a ssamber
for Ireland, has prepared for the Gov-
ernment a bill, having for its object the
carrying ont of Salisbury’s plan for buying
out the landlords of Ireland. He has come
out strongly against any revival of coercion
in Ireland — It is said that Lord Salisbury
has tired of hi* attempt to govern the Brit-
ish Empire with the Tory party, and wishes
to resign. He would like to settle the Irish
question ou a broad and liberal basis, but
his colleagues wish him to crash the Irish.
If he resigns, Mr. Gladstone will probably
be called upon to form a new Cabinet The
latter would throw Hartington overboard,
and, it is said, has matured a scheme for
granting tenants in Ireland a perpetuity of
NEW YORK.
Beeves .......................... $4.50 <a 6.50
Hogs. . . . . ........................ 4.00 $ 4.53
Wheat— No. 1 White ............ .03 & .93
No. 2 Rod ............... 88 .89>o
Cobn— No. 2 ....................... 51 (<$ .51'..
Oats- White ...................... 39 «k M
PoBK-Mees ..................... 10.50 (gll.OO
CHICAGO.
Beeves— Choice to Prime Steers. 5.50 @ C.0D
Good Shipping ......... 4.50 5.00
Common ............... 3.59 cl 4.00
Hoos..... ........................ 4i(x) ($ 4.50
l-LOUB— Extra Spring ............ 4.75 <$ 5.25
Choice Wiuter ........... 4.5 1 0 5.00
Wheat— No. 2 Spring ............. bo .80'i
Cobn— No. 2 ....................... so .sb *
(MTfl— No. 2 ....................... 29 ('} .30
Ryk-No. 2 ........................ 57 (<{) .58
Barlky-No. 2..u. ................. 64 ’& .65
Butteb— Choice Creamsry ....... 28 & .82
Fino Dairy .............. 18 @ .22
Cheese— Full Cream, new ....... 10 ly) .11
Skimmed Flats ......... 06 (r? .07
F.aos— Froeb ...................... 19 <<$ .20
Potatoes— Choice, per bu ........ 58 (# .63
Pork— Mess ...................... 10.75 ©11.25
. MILWAUKEE.
Wheat— No. 2 .................... 79 .81
Corn-No. 2 ....................... 30 (<$ .37
Oats— No. 2 ....................... 28 (d: .30
Rye-No. 1 ........................ 50 g? .58
Pork— Now Mess ............... 10.75 (<}11.2J
TOLEDO.
Wheat— No. 2 .................... 90 0 .91
Corn— No. 2 ....................... 99 <# .41
Oats— No. 2 ....................... 30 <$ .32
ST. LOUIS.
Wheat-No. 2 Red ............... 80 @ .90
CoBN-Mixed ...................... 33 @ .34
OATS-Mixed ...................... 28 & .20
Pork— New Mess..,. .............. H.Q0 ©11.25
CINCINNATI.
WHEATyNo. 2 Red ................ 92 & .94
%0BN~£°'S ....................... $7)4© .88)4
Oats— No. 2 ........... 32 © .33
PoRK-Mess ...................... 10.75 ©11.25
Live Hogs ...................... 4,00 © 4.50^ DETROIT.
BkefCattl* .................... 4.OO ©4.50
fee8 ....................... 8.50 ©4.00
Sheep ............................ 3,00
Wheat-No. 1 White ....... . ...... 89
Cobh— No. 2 ............. J9
Oats-No. 2 ....................... 94
„r INDIANAPOLIS.
Wheat— No. 2 Red ............ .91
Corn— New ................ .34
Oats-No. 21 ...................... 28
„ * „ EAST LIBERTY.
Cattle— Beit ................ 5.25
.................... 4.25
COIllII]OIl«ee # e e e e •# e #•• e e &50
gooj.. ........................... 3.75
w „ BUFFALO.
Wheat-No. 1 Hard. .............. 96 © .97
CoBH-Yellow ...... . .............. 41 d .43
Cattle. .......................... 4.50 ©5.50
its tributaries is briefly alluded to and warmly
indorsed.
Of the Hennepin Canal the committee says
that the commerce of the nation would derive
fresh and continued advantages from too con-
struction of this canal.
The committee formulates its conclusions (ac-
companying each with arguments and citations
to show the ground upon which they are found-
ed) as follows :
1. The public interest demands regulations of
too business of transportation because in toe
absence of such regulation the carrier is actual-
ly the sole and final arbiter upon all disputed
questions that arise between shipper and carrier
as to whether rates are reasonable 01lo or unjust dis-
crimination nas been practiced.
2. It is toe duty of Congress to undertake tha
regulation of the business of transportation, be-
cause of admitted abuses in its management
and of acknowledged discriminations between
person^ and places in its practical operations —
evils which it Is possible to reach and remedy
only through the exercise of the powers granted
y the Constitution to Congress, and against
rhich the citizen is entitled to the protection
and relief toe national authority can alone
afford.
8. National legislation is necessary to remedy
the evils complained ot, because toe operations
of the transportation system are, for the most
part beyond the jurisdiction of the States, and
until Congress acts, not subject to any govern-
mental control in the publio interest
4. National legislation is also necessary be-
cause toe business of transportation is es-
sentially of a nature which requires that uni-
form system and method of regulation which
the nations .....le al authority can alone proscribe.
5. The failure of Congress to act is an excuse
for the attempt made bv the railroads to regu-
late the commerce of the country In tWlr own
way and in their own interests by vpiatever
combinations and methods they MlSable to put-
into operation. That a problem of such magni-
tude. importance, and intricacy can hq
xn&rlly solved by any master-streke of legislative'
' eyond the bounds efreasonabie be-
lief. That thi
wisdom is b j
strained,
e railroads, unaided dr unre-
can or will eventually
highlywork eut its solution seems 
improbable, judging from past experience, and
oannotreaeonably be expected. That a satis-
urnl
OEftt*
My 
factory solution of the problem can be sect
without the aid of wise legislation Ihe comati
tee does not believe.
The committee declares that publicity is the
best remedy for unjust discrimination, and
recommends the posting 9t rates under the
direction of a commission. The concluding
chapter embodies a recommendation tor the
establishment of a national commission to en-
force the legislation which the committee
recommends.
A 12- YEAR- old daughter of John Spit-
ger, of Pocahontas County, West Virginia,
bled to death lost week, the blood flowing-
from the cavity of a tooth polled by herself.
It is probable that Mr. Andrew Came-
Hbwy'
“d
the term*
v'1, 7. 1
-
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CLEVELANDS POSITION.
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The President Decides Not to Make
Any Explanations Concerning
Bemorals.
Eepnblioan Senators to Betaliate by Re-
jecting Nominees to Snooeed the
Deposed Officers. '
The PreHldent and the Senate.
[Washington apecial to the Chicago Timet.]
The President has definitely decided not
to supply the Senate with information re-
garding removals. A few days ago he was
disposed to send this information, with an
explanation that he did so as a matter of
courtesy, and not a matter of duty, provided
the Senate asked for it in a manner indi-
cating that it was looked for simply as a
matter of accommodation. But he has
since reached the conclusion that the repe-
tition of courtesies of that kind would cre-
ate a precedent that would result in future
Senates demanding such information and
future Presidents feeling themselves bound
to give it. The President looks on the
power of absolute removal as a port of the
Presidential prerogative, and he will not
do anything that will impair that
prerogative. He will not, even as a
matter of accommodation, re-enforce the
theory of certain Senators that they have a
right to pass judgment on the Prefident’s
removals. Whether appointments be con-
sidered in secret or open sessions will make
no difference. The President does not look
with favor on the sageestion that executive
sessions be dispensed with in considering
appointments, and in either case he will
not, even in an indirect way, recognize the
right of the Senate to participate with the
President in making removals. The Sen-
* ate committees have not yet applied to the
President himself for the desired informa-
tion.
A Democratic Senator, who has been con-
sulted by an immediate friend of the Presi-
dent as to the situation with respect to con-
firmations, says that the President de-
cided to instract the Cabinet officers not to
furnish any information os to snspen-
sions, and that he does hot believe
the President will change his mind. The
same Senator is confident, from statements
which the Bepnblican Senators have made
to him personally, that the Republicans will
not recede from their position; that they will
insist upon the prodnetion of the papers;
that they will certainly, in cases of refusal,
subpoena the Cabinet officers with a sum-
mons duces tecum, and fhat it is possible
even that the contest may go so far that the
Republicans may choose to attempt to place
the Cabinet officers in contempt in the event
that they shall refuse to produce the papers.
They may not go os far as that, but they are
not likely to confirm any of the appoint-
ments made in cases of suspension.
The PreHldent and the Klght-Hour Law.
[Washington special.]
At a recent meeting of the Committee cm
Labor of the Honse of Representatives
statements were made that the spirit of the
eight-hour law was being openly violated,
ignored, or evaded in certain of the Gov-
ernment departments, and Chairman O’Neill
was empowered to present to the House a
resolution Of inquiry directed to the various
Secretaries asking in direct terms whether
the law was being enforced by them. Pend-
ing the introduction of the resolution Mr.
O’Neill sought an audience with the Presi-
dent, which was granted, and lasted for
over an hour. On the matter of the eight-
hour law the President said: •
I believe that the law la a sound one and a
good one, and that it should be enforced to the
letter. I have no information regarding in-
stances of its violation or evasion, but if such
instances are presented to me I will nee that
the abuse is remedied, and the fall spirit of the
law is enforced, which I understand to be to pay
workmen in the Government employ for eight
hours' work dailv what is paid outside of the
Government employ for a full day's work. The
Government cannot afford to set the example of
non-enforcement and non-observance of its own
enactments *
The President further said:
I appreciated the effect upon the mechanics of
the country of the constantly increasing use of
labor-saving machinery, and I can think of no
more practical relief for the employed surplus
labor than the occupation by it of the public
lands. I do not hesitate to say that I am heartily
In favor of any feasible plan for the encourage-
ment and assistance of prospective American
settlers upon the public domain by the General
Government.
In this connection the President exnreBBed
some very radical views upon the sabject of
the occnpatien of vast tracts of pnblic land
by foreign capitalists. The President
seemed desirous of impressing npon Mr.
O’Neill his willingness to heartily co-oper-
ate with Congress in any efforts it may make
to elevate the working-class and improve the
social condition of the bread-winners.
FIRE-DAM? FUMES.
TARIFF REVISION.
The Way* and Means Committee Almost
Keadgr to Report m Revenue Bill.
[Washington special.]
The Ways and Means Committee now
hopes to be able to report a tariff bill much
earlier than seemed probable a few days
ago. A large part of the parliamentary
work, including general information and
sti
bill. Two years ago Colonel Morrison
started out with the assumption that the
protectionists had devoted enough time and
talent to the tariff bill to make it substan-
tially symmetrical and properly adjusted in
the relations of the different parts to each
other. Consequently, he merely raised the
question of high duties or low ones by the
provision that with certain exceptions only
eighty per cent, of the existing duties
should be collected. Thereupon the
protectionists set up a great clamor
feat it would be wholly unscientific to
leave the different duties in the same ratio
to each other. They discredited the
work they had been doing for twenty-
three ymrs, and which they had just revised
with lira help of a commission of professed
experts, by declaring that Mr. Morrison’s
bifi was a mere botch and utterly unfit for
enactment, because it reduced duties not in
the same amounts but in the same ratios,
whereas be ought to reduce some duties a
great deal more than others if he
were to make any reductions. These
candid and straightforward critics of
the horizontal bill 'Vill soon have the
opportunity to make criticisms of a
diametrically opposite character, and no
consideration of consistency will prevent
their doing it. The Ways and Means Com-
mittee hope to report a bill within the next
two weeks, which will bring the bill forward
so early in the session tnat there will be
ample time to debate it.
A Mine Explosion it Newbnrg, Vf.
Va., Kills Over Forty
Men.
HIS SUFFERINGS ENDED.
Death of Hon. Joseph Rankin,
Congressman of the Fifth
Wisconsin District
Touching Scenes at the Month of the
Shaft-The Whole Town in
Mourning.
[Nowburg (W. Va.) telegram.]
A terrible explosion occurred at the Oriel
Cool Company's mine at this place, which
has plnnged the whole community into
deepsonow. Over forty lives have been
sacrificed, many of the dead being our
most respected citizens. While the day
shift of miners were at work in the mine,
the air was suddenly rent with a most tre-
mendous explosion, the force of which
knocked down men in the streets half
a mile away, shattered windows and doors
all over town, and even crushed the stout
sides of frame houses for a long distance
around the mouth of the Oriel mines, while t
from the deep shaft of the colliery a dense
cloud of mingled smoke and vapor arose
two hundred feet in the air. A rush was at
onoe made for the mouth of the mine. In
a moment hundreds of citizens had congre-
gated about the shaft, their faces filled with
consternation and alarm. The shaft at
which the explosion occurred was sunk two
years ago, and has reached a depth of 350
feet From the base of the shaft the main
heading nms out about half a mile, the
rooms diverging from either side.
[Second dispatch.)
Newburg stands in the shadow of a great
grief, and her sorrow has invaded homes
tor fifty miles along the Baltimore and Ohio
Bailroad, for many little communities are
represented at the bottom of the pit. I had
but stepped off a belated train from Wheel-
ing ana turned toward the mines when I
heard the voices of lamentation, women
wailing and piercing the air with shrieks of
agony. The east-bound .train brought a
great number from Clarksburg, Fairmont,
Grafton, and intermediate points, and sym-
pathizing friends came from as far east as
Piedmont. They swelled the hopeless, help-
less crowd that hung about the pit’s mouth.
Men, women, and children were gathered
there— pale, trembling, weeping, staring at
the shaft, almost dumb with consternation.
Few words were exchanged, and those in low
tones, for the people there knew that they
stood above the tomb of thirty- nine men who
went down to death at 7 o’clock yesterday
morning, In half an hour more they would
have been out alive.
Soon the rumor spread that the search
party found at the bottom of the shaft Dan-
iel Miller, the eager; his son, 15 years old, a
driver; young Timmons, a tapper, and
young Clark, a driver. Kinney’s mule was
blown sixty feet out of the stables with his
halter on. There could be no certainty as
to the identity of the blackened remains. As
soon as the shaft was sufficiently repaired
the cage was put on to take down a larger
working force in the hope of bringing up
some bodies and beginning the inquest. It
then became apparent that there was little
probability of any bodies being brought up
to-night.
At this hour the crowd still stands about,
discussing the chances of life and death-
people from along the railroad and farmers
for miles back in the country, eager to do
something, and nothing for them to do.
The origin of the disaster is variously de-
termined by experts, who vary in their the-
ories. The generally accepted theory, which
is that of the company’s representatives, is
that Nick Williams, who was cutting a ditch
at the extreme end of the working to let
water off, knocked down a door to give him
a better chance. The door played an im-
portant part in the system of ventilation,
which was thus deranged. The foul gas
collected in great volume, and was fired by
a miner’s lamp. One of the last men to
come out of the mine before the explosion
says that he hpard Nick Williams say he
was going to knock the door down, and
ns he came out he heard a heavy ponnding,
as though the door was being battered down.
The State Inspector of Mines, on his recent
visit here, recommended *the company to put
in a flue, but this had not been done. There
is much talk of an indefinite kind about
foul air in the mine, but the manager says
that there has never been any trouble with
the air, and that a head of water has always
been kept on. One fear has been that the
entombed men would be drowned, but,
fortunately, the pumps have not stopped
since the explosion.
Mr. James Wilson, the shipping clerk,
was standing fifty feet east of the shaft
when the explosion came. He says:
“I heard a thud, followed by the rising of
a dense mass of fog and mud. Be-
fore I had time to realize the sit-
uation, in half a minute, the shock
came, a terrible burst of gas ripping off
the weather-boarding and demolishing the
upper part of the shaft. This, following
the first noise, was all the notice the town
needed. The people knew there was some-
thing wrong at the mine. There was a
rush to the works. The women came flock-
ing, and then began the pitifnl scenes
which you have seen here. It was a terri-
ble sight. There was hope then, and we at
once began putting water down the shaft to
scatter the after-damp and create a draught.
Men tried their best to get down in the
bucket, bat they only got part of the way,
for their lamps went out. Superintendent
Laxton took that part}' down. A big chunk
of ice hit him on the shoulder and nearly
knocked him ont of the bucket Engineer
Steele went down during Thursday night to
fix the pump and was overcome by the
black-damp. He fell and ent his face and
braised himself badly, but he is still on
duty."
Fireman Carroll, an intelligent, observing
man, said:
“There was nothing the matter with the
air in the mine. It was good, and yon may
judge what men thought of it when they
could go down at 7 o’clock In the morning
and not come up until 4 in the afternoon.
Sometimes they would sleep down there
four and five hours.”
The calamity falls with terrible force on
this little town. The recent cold weather
froze ont the miners and they could not
work for ten days, and little, if any, money
is coming to the men who are on the death-
roll. Few of them had any savings, and
their taking off will leave their families in
destitntion.
At midnight the people are still gathered
in the rain to catch any tidings from below.
The company can make no estimate of the
money loss from the fact that a solid mass
of cool and slate eighty feet thick was de-
molished by the explosion. It is probable
thnt the company will be pjit to a large ex-
pense before work can be resumed.
After A Long and Painfrl Illness
He Passes Peacefully
Away.
[Washington special.]
Hon. Joseph Bankin, member of Con-
gress from fee Fifth Wisconsin District,
died at his lodgings on M street, adjoining
the Postmaster General’s, on Sunday, the
24th of January. A couple of weeks ago
he was' very low, but rallied, and for a few
days was around and apparently very com-
fortable. For forty-eight hours he had
been in a dying condition, being at times
delirious. Fears were entertained that ho
would be attacked by convulsions, but,
happily, these were avoided. This morning
it was apparent that he could not lost
through fee day, and during much of the
forenoon he was delirious. One side was par-
alyzed, but he gesticulated wildly with his
other arm, imagined a number of his Con-
gressional colleagues were present, and ad-
dressed them, called for Dr. Gray, of Mil-
waukee, and tried to make a speech on the
Fitz John Porter case The physicians,
THE SHVED QUESTION.
m
y
fearing convulsions, about noon adminis-
tered opiates hypodermically, and he quieted
down and became ]>erfectly rational. His
two little children, Jennie and Joe. were in
an adjoining room, and the dying man,
hearing them cryiu^, had them brought into
his room, and was just able to summon up
strength enough to throw his arms around
them and bid them good-by. He was pas-
sionately devoted to his children, and his
farewell to them was heartrending.
The remains were forwarded, to his home
at Manitowoc, Wis. The Congressional
escort consisted of Senator Sawyer and
Congressmen Bragg, Stephenson, Guenther,
and Van Schaick of Wisconsin, Corleton of
Michigan, Henderson of Illinois, and John-
son of New York.
Mr. Rankin had been for some time be-
fore Congress met in an advanced stage of
Bright’s disease, but insisted on coming
here to be sworn in as a member of the new
Congress, though he had to bring a physi-
cian with him, and it was feared he would
die on the way.
Mr. Rankin was born in 1833 at Passaic,
N. J., and in 1864 settled at Mishioott, in
Manitowoc County, Wis. Ho soon turned
his attention to politics, and served several
terms in the State Legislature, where he
made a reputation as one of the best parlia-
mentarians ever in that body. Mr. Rankin
served through the war as a Captain in the
Twenty-seventh Wisconsin Volunteers, He
was elected to Congress in 1882 and again
in 1886.
DIED IN THE FLAMES.
Destruction by Fire of the Poor-
House of Jackson County,
Michigan.
Five of the Inmates Cremated and
Others Expected to Die from
the Shock.
[Jackson (Mich.) special.]
The Jackson County Poor-House, five
miles east of this city, burned Sunday
morning, and five inmates perished. Chas.
Smith, fee keeper, was awakened by the
smell of smoke, and discovered the build-
ing to be on fire. He gave the alarm, and
rushed to the women’s department.
The fire had made such headway that
Mr. Smith found it impossible to effect
their escape by the doors, and by the aid of
fire-escapes he succeeded in rescuing all
but three, who were overtaken by the
flames. He then proceeded to the men’s
department, where ho was obliged to fight
the fire and smoke, to render assistance,
and succeeded in rescuing but two, when
the floor fell in.
The inmates who were saved lost all their
clothing except their night-dresses. The
night was bitter cold, and they were obliged
to remain in the snow for some time before
quarters could be procured for them.
The suffering was terrible, and it is ex-
pected several will die from the shock.
Those who perished are: Melissa Martin,
aged 70, insane; Catherine Avery, aged 73,
insane; Mrs. Atkinson, aged 80, insane;
Zina Boynton, aged 80; Charles Elliott,
aged 71, blind.
The fire originated in the women’s kitchen
from a defective flue. There were forty in-
mates besides the overseer and family at
the time of the fire. The building was
nearly new, valued at $12,000. Insurance
on building, $8,000; contents, $2,000. The
rescued were brought to this city, where
they were properly cared for.
John Doherty, the hired man, brought
three of the lunatics down the fire-escape
in his arms, thus saving their lives.
An imbecile boy, W years of age, was found
in bed and rescued by means of the fire-
escape. There were onlv two men, besides
the inmates, about the place when the fire
broke out, and they rescued the inmates
before other help strived. William Mills,
one of the inmates, was the man uho first
issued Saunders’ spelling-book. At one
time he was worth $2£0.niHb ;
Senator Teller, Whose State Produces
Considerable Stiver, Talks
About Coinage.
Treasurer Jordan's System of Book-keep*
ing Criticised— A Plea for Fair
Dealing.
Mr. IngaHa, of Kansas, offend a resolution in
tbs United States Senate, Jan. 18, which, with-
out debate, was agreed to, directing the Secre-
tary of the Treasury to inform the Sonata what
amount of silver bullion had been pur-
chased for coinage in each year since July
1, 1878, in what market the same had been pur-
chased in oacji case, and from whom, and the
price paid; also, whether In any instance all
bids had been rejected, and If so, for what rea-
son, and in what mousy or ourroncy the pay-
ment for such silver bullion had boon made. Mr.
Teller then addresoed the Senate on the silver
question. His remarks were sup]>orted by many
figures. The' following is a fair abstract :
Money scarcity means dull times and low
wages, the money-lenders suffering least from
the scarcity. Gold and silver combined hod
been found insufficient to catty on the business
of the world, and all nations had resorted to pa-
per currency based on those metals. From this
It was plain that gold alone wonld not suffice.
He showed that the bondholders and capitalists
were opposed to the people in this struggle. The
creditor class wanted silver demonetized be-
cause of the consequent enormous increase in
the purchasing power of gold. He presented
figures showing that when the silver coinage act
passed there was 8191,00j,000 in gold in the Uni-
ted States, and now there is SCJH, 000,000— on ad-
dition of gold at the rate of tk), 000, 000 a year in
the face of the cry that we would lose nil our
sold, would lose our national credit, and would
bo unable to sell our bonds. The Hank of En-
gland was fast losing its coin and bullion. In the
last six months it had lost 938,000,000 of It, and
In the saue time had lost 148,000,000
of its deposits. Was it not extraordinary,
if our financial policy was so unwise,
and that of England so wise, that we
had accumulated so large an amount
of gold while England was losing her gold? The
whole condition of our country, Mr. Teller con-
tinued, was an eloquent denial of the troth of
the national debt. It would add from 'JO to 30
per cent, to every dollar of debt in the land— on
amount almost too great for computation. The
creditor class demanded suspension of the coin-
age, which was practically a stoppage of it, and,
also that we pay In gold the 9348,000,000 of
national-bank notes and withdraw them from
circulation. The next move would be to take
from the silver dollars already coined their legal
tender value, thus effecting a reduction amount-
ing altogether to SS0‘i, 000,000 in the circulating
medium— over one-third of our whole circula-
tion. Theu.wltU 9400,000,000 of balance locked
np in the Treasury, as now, the business of
the country would be lolt to be done with about
one-third of oar present stock of money. The
laboringmen were well aware that the great
Treasury Department of our Government had
passed Into the control of the banks, bankers, and
moneyed powers. Every scheme that could dis-
grace silver had had the sanction of that depart-
ment, if it did not direotly originate in the de-
partment. The Treasurer of the United States
had even gone into a convention of fifty-four
banks— a convention whose object was the de-
preciation of silver— and his presencems  among
ly telegraphed to all
other attack on sliver
le bankers was careful
corners of the earth. Anoi
was found in the system of book-keeping newly
adopted by the Treasury Department In treat-
ing as a liability and not as an asset the 9100,-
000,000 of revenue hold In order to redeem the
greenbacks.- According to this idea the more
money the Government had in ill vaults with
which to redeem its paper money, or pay its
debts, the greater its liabilities. This change
of book-keeping came of long experience in
Wall street It was for the purpose of de-
ceiving the people as to the amount of
available funds In the Treasury, as it
would always show 9100,000,000 less than
was actually in toe Treasury. No doubt
the Treasury officials believed that the con-
tinued accumulation and retention of money in
the Treasury was beneficial to the country, and
that the suspension of the silver coinage would
also be beneflctel to the Treasury; but the
trouble with theTreasury officials was that they
had consulted the national banks and money
loanere, and 'not the real bnsluess-mon of the
country. Had our Government officers executed
toe laws of the land as they found them there
would have been no trouble with the silver ques-
tion. Mr. Teller did not demand a forced cir-
culation of silver; ho merely demanded for it an
equal chance with gold. When that was done
he would abide the decision of the commercial
world. Let the gold advocates give to silver free
coinage, as they gave it to gold, and let the judg-
ment of mankind be taken cn its value as
money. Do not allow Government officials to
discredit It. Do not allow Government
agents (the national banks) to refuse
to receive it on deposit. Let all men
understand that payment in It was a
Just and fair payment of a debt within
the letter and toe spirit of the law, and when
that was done silver would resume its place as
the faycrite money metal of commerce. If it
were said that the special interests of Colorado
warped Mr. Teller's judgment, be would reply
toatjaltbough Colorado produced one-quarter of
all the annual silver yield of the world, yet the
questlcn of eilver coinage was one of but little
MICHIGAN AFFAIRS.
—East Saginaw boa a municipal debt of
$750,000.
—The Fenton Tannery at Fenton has
been deetroyed by fire.
—John Globehinski was killed at Alperia
by the caving of a wall.
—The jury in the Holcomb case, Hills-
dale, has brought in a verdict of “not guilty.”
—Baldwin is excited over the onnonnee-
ment that pottor’s clay has been discovered
there.
—The Osceola Mine schoolhouse haf
been destroyed by fire. Loss, about $5,000;
uo insurance.
—Rev. W. W. Wetmore, of Plymonth,
has accepted a call to the Preabyterian
Church of JonesviUe.
— Faloen, Johnson & Co., of Ishpeming,
dealers in dry goods, provisions, and feed,
have made an assignment.
—A company with $2,000,000 capital
will commence business at the long idle
Grace Iron Furnace, Marquette.
—A Clinton County man is reported dead,
at the ripe age of 88, who has buried six
wives, aid was living peaceably with the
seventh.
—A meeting of citizens of Bay City has
been held to inaugurate measures in the U-
terest of securing additional railroad fa*
cilities to that city.
—A recent Richfield production was fc
babe that weighed at its birth thirty-eighl
ounces. An ordinary finger ring was passed
over its feet anil up to the kuee.
-Thirty-six thousand acres of pine lac if
were sold by Mayor Thurber, of Marquette,
to T. H. McGraw A Co., of New York, the
consideration being $360,000 cash.
—French A Co.’s flonring mill and ele-
vator, containing a large quantity of wheat,
at Middleville, have been bnrned, entailing
a loss of $22,000, with $13,000 insurance.
—William Gayhart, of Bath, charged
with burning a dwelling hause in the night
time, has been found guilty by the jury
nud sentenced to a life term in the State
Prison.
—The Medical Counsellor, a journal with
which Professor Arndt has been connected,
bos been taken np by the faculty of the
, 8t«te University, and wUl hereafter be un-
der their control.
—Miss Laura Cook, of East Milan, while
walking on the railroad track recently, fell
in a fit. Samuel Warner, who chanced
along, removed her about twenty minutes
before a train passed along.
—8. R. Morton, of Adrian, died very un-
expectedly, after a brief illness of pneumo-
nia. He was on old soldier and a promi-
nent member of the G. A. R., in which he
has always held a responsible official posi-
tion.
— B. F. Watts has received and is now
setting up in the University library tower
the Howard clock, recently purchased. It
is to cost $2,000, striking the hours, quar-
ters, and twice a day rings the Cambridge
chime.
—The celebrated breach of promise case
of Nellie McPherson against Dennis Ryan,
the knitting-works proprietor, terminated
in the' Supreme Court by the equal division
of the court, which affirmed the decision of
the lower court. < “7
— George W. Hoffman, an old citizen of
Detroit, died recently in his seventy-sixth
year. His father was a Lieutenant Colonel
in the war of 1812-15, and his brother was a
Commissary General of prisoners during the
war of the rebellion.
—George Moore, of Litchfield, eighteen
^eara old, while banting, leaned on the
muzzle of his gun, and, the weapon dis-
more importance to Colorado than to the ether r' charring, his left arm was tom off at the
States or the Union. The real question was i ... . . ..... . ,
whether the world's commerce should be con-
ducted with all the world s stock of coin or with
only one-half of it. That question affected nine
men in every ten in the United States. He
spoke, therefore, for all who toiled in mill and
field— that groat host, as mighty in numbers aa
modest in aspiration, who constituted the
strength and power of the nation ; who, though
forbearing and long-enduring, yet. when aroused
in defense of their rights, knew how to compel
their agents to respect their SriU.
PLEAD0G FOB DAKOTA.
Senator-Elect Edgerton Presents Argu-
ments for the Admission of the Southern
Half of the Territory.
[Washington Special.]
The Dakota delegation, headed by Sena-
tors Edgerton and Moody, called upon
President Cleveland by appointment, and
were beard upon the questions cf dl-
viJlng the Territory of Dakota, admitting to
Statehood the southern half, and organizing the
northern portion Into North Dakota Territory.
The President listened attentively to the dele-
gation for an boar. Senator Edgerton did most
of the talking. After reciting the steps taken by
the Territory which resulted in the meeting of
the constitutional convention, he raid :
"It has been said that there was no anthority
for calling fbe constitutional convention; In
other words, that the law enacted by toe Legis-
lature is without authority, and consequently
void. I will not examine the question as to
whether the organic act passed by Congress in-
vesting the Legislature with the power to legis-
late upon all rightful subjects of legislation not
prohibited by that act gave the Territorial
L< giHliiture power to provide by law for a con-
stitutional convention or not Tnat is not neces-
sary for onr present purpose. When statutes are
silent, precedents make law. While the Con-
stitution of the United States provides that
Congress shall have power to admit new States,
it nOWbere provides, in direct terms or by im-
plication, what steps shall be taken to bring
the matter of admission of a new State to tbs
attention of Congress, or how or with whom the
first steps shalLbe initiated. Precedents have
varied in many instances. Congress hss initi-
ated proceedings by providing for a convention
In other cases, and not a few conventions have
assembled by authority of the people of the Ter-
titory.’ _
A Louisville woman has complained
to the Mayor that her two-story brick house
has been stolen and carried away.
Bosoob Conxlino will, iPis said, be
invited by Congress to deliver the eulogy on
1 Gen. Grant some time in March.
shoulder, and he sustained other injuries
which will prove fatal.
—Flint has grown tired of feeding and
housing vagrants and disorderly persons ar-
rested under the city ordinances, and the
Genesee Coanty Board of Supervisors have
authorized the city authorities to compel
such persons to work on the streets.
—The Horsey House, Blodget Block, and
half a dozen stores at Herooy were bnrned
recently, creating a loss of $35,000, with
insurance of $20,000. A defective fine in
the Fostofflce was the cause of the fire.
Horsey is a small town, and this is a heavy
blow to its business.
—A sensation was created at the Princess
Theater, Detroit, by the Katishaof the Fyke
Opera Company, Miss Grace Atherton, leav-
ing the stage and walking down the center
aisle of the theater, stopping every three seats
to show her badly shod feet, and proclaiming
that the manager had not paid her in weeks,
and wonld not give her enough to bay a pair
of shoes. She told the audience to go away,
as the performance would not proceed, bnt
was persuaded to return to the stage and
resume her part.
—Thomas C&mpeie and wife, aged about
sixty, living on Bradish street, Adrian,
were discovered recently unconscious from
the effects of coal gas, having been over-
come daring the previous night All efforts
at resuscitation were futile, the wife dying
at three in the morning and the husband in
the afternoon. Indications show that Mr.
Campsie must have taken a vessel of hot
water from the stove in waiting npon his
.wife, who was an invalid, leaving the
uncovered. Both were speedily
by the escaping fames. Mr.
bom in Buenos Ayres, the wife 1
They leave three married children.
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WILLIAM H. ROGERS. Editor.
Saiurday, January 30, 1886.
jR>r the Holland Cit<j Newt:
Mr. Editor:— If the present Lecture
Course does not produce any other pood
results it bus sn excellent effect in pre-
venting the people of Holland from ac-
quiring an undu y hiph self-esteem. At
the first entertainment— the lecture— it
was evident from the remarks of the lec-
turer ns to hU doubts whether we could
understand what he said, that we did not
make a particularly favorable impression
on him.
At last Tuesday’s entertainment it seems
that a number of us were under the im
presslou that we were attending a concert
and that a reasonable amount of applause
was in order, and that we even had the
right to encore such of the musicians and
singers as made a favorable impression on
us.
. Happily for the credit of our city there
was one man present who, with a discern-
ment far superior to the great majority of
the audience, saw tnat such action on
their part was indecorous— and who had
the courage to administer a fitting rebuke
and convey the appalling information
that our action was grating terribly on the
nerves of “a few of us in front here.”
Had the Professor said “obsequies” in-
stead of “services” his remarks would
perhaps have even more clearly made us
understand that all levity was unseemly
on this sadly solemn occasion.
Holland is to be congratulated at hav-
ing in her midst such a Mentor on good
manners.
Observer.
Holland, Mich., January 27, 1886.
Fillmore Items.
The principal business of the residents
of this section is the hauling of logs. The
mill is receiving them by the hundreds. ...
Mr. G. W. Frink, agent for Groud Rapids
grain buyers, is d )ing n big business. He
buya wheat and also exchanges flour and
bran for grain.... Overisel has anew at-
torney at law and he is endeavoring to
make a living in that peaceable and quiet
community.... Dr. Mabbs is confined to
his house by Illness. Dr. R. B. Best, of
Holland, is attending him.
The Newaygo Bridge.
The Chicago & West Michigan Railway,
which has had a gang of men at Newaygo
for the past sixty days building a new
iron bridge across the Muskegon river,
met with an obstacle in D. P. Clay, whose
mill and dam are adjacent to the contem-
plated work, claiming that they were in-
(ringing upon bis domain, greatly to bis
detriment. All efforts to compromise on
the part of the railway company proved
futile, so strategy was resorted to by the
company, who took the advantage of Clay,
who resides in Grand Rapids, and while
he wj»s attending divine service at the
Lutheran church lust Sunday, the com-
pany bad an army of 100 men who reached
the scene by special train from Muskegon
at 12 o'clock Saturday night and went to
worn building cofi'er-dums and putting in
Ghuroh Items with the Services for
To-morrow.
First Reformed Church, services at
9:80 a. in., and 2 p. in. Sunday School
3:80. Weekly prayer meeting with the
Third Reformed Church, on Thursday,
at 7:30
Hope Reformed Church— Services at
10:80 a. ra., and 7 :8<) p. m. Sunday school
at 12 m. Rev. Thomas Walker Jones,
Pastor. Subjects. Morning, “Prosperity
under hardships.” In the evening, Rev.
Albert A. Pfanstiehl will preach. Sub-
ject, “A Warning.” Congregational sing-
ing. Opening Anthems by the choir.
Weekly praise and prayer meeting Thurs-
day at 7:80 p. m. All are welcome.
Third Reformed Church— Rev. D.
Broek, Pastor. Services at9:30 a. m., and
2 p. m. Sunday School at 3:45 p. m.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:30
Subjects: Morning, “The Christian’s Se-
curity.” Allernoon, “The Address of the
Lords Prayer— Our Father, who art in
heaven.”
First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—
Services at 9:30 a. m., and 1:30 p. m. Sun-
day school at 3:15 Subjects: Morning,
“God’s righteousness tnaniiested by tue
law.” Allernoon: “God's righteousness
manifested without the law.”
Holland Christian Ref. Church— Ser-
vices at 9:80 a. m., 2:00 and 7 p. m.
Methodist Episcopal Church-Rev. H. D.
Jordan, Pastor. Services at 10:30 a. m.
and 7:30 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m.
Class-meeting at close of morn’ng service,
and at 7 p. m. Teachers meeting Friday
at 7:30 p. m. Prayer-meeting Thursday
evening at 7:30p. m. All the seats are
free, and everybody Is welcome. Subjects:
Mrtrning, "The danger of Spiritual Ap-
athy. Evening: “The Bible against the
use of intoxicating drinks, as a beverage,
a medicine, and for Sacramental purposes.
--- — — » -
We Are Selling!
, The celebrated Rockford Mens’ Shoes
in Congress, Buttons and Balls styles.
This is the best $3 00 Shoe in tin* market.
We also have a lull line of first class shoes
all styles from other houses, which we
sell at reasonable prices.
L. Sprietpma & Son.
Holland, Mich., Jan. 21,1886 7-ly.
Use Alfred Wright’s perfumes. We
have 22 different kinds from which you
can select. Krkmers & Bangs.
Notice
A good, reliable, and energetic man
wanted to canvass Holland with a lull
line of Teas, Coffees, and Spices. For
particulars address with stamp,
Maul’s Tea House,49.31 Grand Rapids, Mich.
Why cough? when relief can he oh
mined by using White’s Pulmonary.
Price 90 cents per bottle.49.*f Krf.mers & Bangs.
SnILOH’8 CATARRH KEMEDY-a positive
cure for Catarrh. Dipthcria and Canker Mouth.
For sale by Yates 4 Kane.
THE REV. GKO. H, THAYER, of Bourbon.
Ind.. savs: “Both nivscir and wife owe our lives
to SHILOH'S CONSUMPTION CURE” For sale
by Yates 4 Kane.
Our customers speak highly of Ely’s
Cream Balm and are using it exlcusively.
There is a growing demand for it. As a
catarrh cure it. has genuine merit. It
meets the public want.
49 tf Kremrrs & Bangs.
All the Patent Medicines advertised in
this Paper, for sale at the lowest prices, at49-4t J . O. Doesburg.
$cuj Advertisements.
Constitutional or scrofulous Catarrh,
scrofulous Bore Eyes, etc,, surely cured by
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.
$500 Reward!
We will pay the above reward for any
case of liver complaint, dyspepsia, sick
headache, Indigestion, constipation or
costiveness we cannot cure with West’s
Vegetable Liver Pills, when the directions
are strictly complied with. They are
purely vegetable, and never fail to give
satisfaction. Large boxes containing 30
sugar coated pills, 25c. For sale by all
druggists. Beware of counterfeits and
imitations. The genuine manufactured
only by John C. West & Co., 862 W.
pieces. Care had been taken to ground ^ a^l80D St., Chicago, III.
the telephone wires, and the operator at
that place had absented himself, so that
all communication was cut off. Several
times during the day war was threatened
between the mill men and those of the
company, but better judgement prevailed,
and now everything is quiet and the com-
pany’s mission performed. That several
suits will follow there Is no doubt, for a
warm, friendly feeling has not existed for
some time between Clay and the com-
pany. Mr. D. P. Clay, President of the
Newaygo Msnu'acturlng Company, says:
“They accomplished nothing, and the
whole matter stands just as it did before
they sneaked up there in the night. The
bay used in building the dams floated
downjhe canal and was soaked through
the flumes and into the water wheels used
to run the grist mill and other machinery
along the canal— nine in number— are idle
Dow and cannot run until the hay can be
removed. It was the most lawless thing I
ever heard of. Mulliken don’t seem to
know anything anyway. Now that was a
great way to get at that. I am not a fight-
er but I never run, and If I had been there
then they would not have done what they
'did.” On Thursday last, another attempt
was made to obstruct the canal by tbe
railroad by driving piles In it, but they
were prevented from doing so by Clay’s
men. There was no violence, and the
ftllroad men left the grounds unmolested.
Seven of the employees of the roid were
arrested for violation of the Baker con-
spiracy law. Thursday evening an Indig-
nation meeting was held by the citizens
of Newaygo and resolutions were adopted
condemming in tbe strongest terms tbe
action of tbe railroad company. The citi-
zens of tbe town intends standing by Mr.
Clay In this trouble. “
West Olive Items.
Mr. Fred Trumble is hauling wood to
Holland City ..... Last week Friday we
had very severe weather tbe air being so
full of snow at times that we could scarce-
ly see our nearest neighbor’s houses.
Since theirthe weather Las been calm and
quiet pleasant.... Mr. Cady got a judg
ment against Mr. Gokey in their law suit
which was tried recently.... Mrs. Wheel-
er. of Holland City, spent a few days at
Mrs. A. Barlows last week.... Sunday
morning we listened to a very Interesting
sermon by Rev. Brockway, of Jobnsville.
In the evening we bad the presiding elder
with us who preached a sermon and ad-
mioU tered the Lord’s Supper. There was
quite a number present and the services
were enjoyable. The Ventura and West
Olive people met at Rev. Bible's Tuesday
evening for a donation party. Tbe house
was well filled We were entertained by
pper, and aome game* by
folks.— An itouircKif cuts:
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.
The best salve in tbe world for Cuts,
Bruises. Sores, Ulcers, Halt Rheum. Fever
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positive-
ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction, or
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
For sale hv H. Walsh, Holland, and A.
Do Kruif, Zeeland. Mich.
Mortgage Sale.
Default having been made In the conditions of a
certain mortgage made by Albert Thompson and
May Thompson of Wexford County. Michigan, to
Mary A. Phillips of Kent County, Michigan, dated
)rll twenty eighth, A. D.. 1879. and recorded on
August twentieth, A. D., 1881, In the office of the
Register of Deeds of Ottawa County. Michigan, in
Liber 14 of mortgages on page 2<I3. (and which
mortgage was afterwards assigned by said Mary
A. Phillips, by assignment dated May thirteenth.
A. D., 1880. to Ernest O. Wetnmann of Grand
Rapids, Michigan, and which assignment waa
duly recorded in said Register’s Office on August
twentieth, A. D , 1881, in Liber 20 of mortgages on
page 91, and which mortgage was afterwards as-
signed by said Ernest G. Weinmann. by assign-
ment dated June fifteenth, A. I)., 1880, to Henry
Havens of Dallas, Clinton County, Michigan, and
which la«t named assignment was duly recorded
in said Register’s Office olTAugnst twentieth. A.
D., 1881, in Liber 20 of mortgages onpagoW. and
which mortgage was afterwards assigned by Henry
Havens to Wilson Harrington of Ho land, Mich ,
by assignment dated December tenth, A. D. 1885,
and which last named assignmeirt was duly re-
corded in said Register’s Office on December
twelfth, A. D., 1885. in Liber 30 of mortgages on
,._0e255) by which default the power to sell in
said mortgage contained has become operative;
and upon which mortgage there is claimed to be
due at the date of this notice, the sum of Three
Hundred Ninety Three Dollars ($393 00 ; and no
suit or proceeding having been instituted at law.
or in iquity, to recover the same, or any part
thereof Notice is. therefore, hereby given that
on April twenty eighth , A. D., 1836. at one o’clock
in the afternoon, the premises described in said
mortgage will be sola at public anctlon, to the
highest bidder, at the front door of the Ottawa
County Court House, in the City of Grand Haven,
Ottawa County. Michigan, to pay the amount due
on said mortgage, with Interest and costa of fore
closure and sale: The premises described in said
Id. ‘ ‘ ~ • - *mortgage and to be sold, being: The east half of
tbe north east quarter of section twenty five (?5) in
town aix, north of range sixteen west, in Ottawa
County, Michigan.
Dated January 26, 1696.
WILSON HARRINGTON,
Assignee of Mortgage.
J. C. Post. Attorney. NM3t.
A Card.
To all who are suffering from the errors
and Indiscretions of youth, nervous weak-
ness, early decay, loss of manhood, &c., 1
will send a recipe that will cure you,
FREE OF CHARGE. This great remedy
was discovered by a missionary in South
America. Send a self-addressed envelope
to the Rev. Joseph T. Inman, Station D,
New York City. 26- ly
Bud Drainage causes much sickness.
Bad blood anti improper action of ibe
liver and kidneys Is bad drainage t" the
human system, which Burdock Blood Bil-
lers will remedy.
IMPORTANT.
When yon vlflit or leave New York City. t>ave
Baggage, Expreesage, and Carriage hire and stop
at the Grand Union Hotel, oppoaite Grand Cen-
tral Depot.
Elegant rooms fitted np at a coat of one million
dollars, reduced to one dollar and upwards per day
on Bnropean plan. Restanrant supplied with the
best. Horse car, stages, and elevated railroad to
all depots. Families can live belter for less
money at tbe Grand Union hotel than at any other
first-class hotel in the cUy. IMy
f pwia1 §otife<s.
Wanted!
A woman to wash by tbe day, wages
$1.00 a day. Apply to J. Erulsenga’istore. A. K POTTER.
Greenville, Mich.. Box 702. 52-tf
Dissolution Notice.
Notice Is hereby given that the firm of
Williams Bros, doing business io the
City Hotel Is this day dissolved by mutual
consent, Edward M, Williams retiring.
All accounts for or against said firm of
Williams Bros, must be settled by G. N.
Williams. George N. Williams,
Edward M. Wiluals.
Holland. Jan. 26. 1886. 02 4t
Cloaks Below Cost.
AllJIats and Fancy Feathers at 50 cents
on the Dollar for cash at
. Oltf. L. & 8. Van Dkn Bergs.
the young
Money Befunded.
The true remedy baa at last been dis-
covered. It waa long known in bis prac-
tice as Dr. Pete’s Lung Food for Consump-
tion. It it now called Dr. Pete's 35-cent
Cough Care. It is the tarest, the surest
tod tbe best. No other Cough, Cold, and
Conaamptioo remedy is half Its* equal.
We warrant It and will promptly retund
tbe money paid for it if- a benefiaial effect
la not experienced by tbe time taro-tbirda
I of tbe cootenu of the bottle la used. Sold
1 by H. Walsh A Son. 60-41
Chancery Sale.
State of Michigan. The Circuit Court for the
County of Ottawa. -In Chancery.
Alexander Wilcox, Complainant,
VP.
Pieter De Vries and Johanna De Vries, Defend-ante. , „
In puranance and by virtue of a decree of said
Circuit Court for the County of Ottawa, In Chan-
cery, made In the above entlt'ed cause, on the
Twenty thtrd day of March A . D„ 1885.
Notice i* hereby given that on tbe l6ih day of
March, A. D.. 1896, at one o’clock, in the after-
noon, at tbe front door of the Court Hou«e. in the
Cltv Grand Haven, in aald County. I. the aub-
acrlber, a Circnir Court CommiH.lonor, In and for
said County, will fell, at public anctlon. to the
hlgheat bidder, the laud* and premises described
In auid decree, viz: All of that certain obce or
parcel of land eitnited and being in the City of
Holland. • • - ! ..... J . ..... .
... ...... . in the Comity of Ottawa and State of
Michigan and described a* follows, to wit: The
cant two thirde of lot numbered sixteen (16> in
block numbered tblrtv-nine (39) In the City of Hoi
land. Ottawa County ,'Btate of .Michigan , according
to the recorded map thereof of record an of the
Village of Holland in the office of the Regi-ter of
Deeds of Ottawa County, Michigan.
Dated January 80tb, A. D., 1886.
ABEND VI8*CHER.
Circuit Court Commissioner. In
and for Ottawa uonnty, Mich.
P. H. McBiudi, Complalnant’a Solicitor. 52-7t
iPEOFrrE’s
Meat Market.
D. M. COPPOCK, Prop.
Having opened a new Meat
Market at No. 50, Eighth
street, Ten Hagen’s building,
I desire to inform the people
of Holland and vicinity that I
am prepared to furnish them
with the choicest meats the
markets affords.. I uhall en
deavor to at all times supply
my customers with everything
that ought to be for sale at a
first'class Meat Market.
GIVE HE A CALL!
- DAVID M. OOPPbcK.
Holland, Mich., Jan. 31, 1886.
LOOD
ITfri
you can get a
A Good Clean Shaye.
A Scientific Haircut or
Invigorating Shampoo*
at any time.
HAIRDRESSING A SPECIALTY.
Ladies hair cleaned and dressed in the latest
fashion.
FIRST-CLASS TOILET WATER FOR SALE
W. DAU.MG ARTEL.
Holland, Mich.. March 19. 1885.
He Chicago Daily Hews
Hit the Largest Daily Circulation in America.
Ita issue for the year 1884 averaged
125,178 copies daily, ami it is now regu-
larly printing over 130,000 papers a day.
. The magnitude of this unequaled circu-
lation is best appreciated when it is t-nid
that it exceeds the circulations of all oilier
Chicago dailies combined. Taking from
the three standard newspaper direetorhs—
Ayer & Son’s Annual, Rowell's Dircciory
and Hubbard's Directory— the quota! bns
ent thwhich most nearly represent e actual
circulations of the Chicago press, the
following diagiara correctly illustrates
their relative positions as to extent of
circulation.
From these figures it appears that the
circulation of The Chicago Daily News
exceeds the combined circulations of all
the* oilier Chicago dailies hv 10,873 copies
daily. Ths reasons for this phenomenal
success are obvious :
m CHICAGO DAILY NEWS
is a complete newspaper in nil flint consti-
tutes the best type of American j urnalism.
It is a member of the Antoaatcd Preu,
and is the only 2ccnt paper in the West
that possesses this first essential to a com-
plete ik'ws service. In addition, it has its
own private wire (by lease from the
Western Union Telegnph Co.) connecting
its Chicago office with New York and
Washington, at both of which points it
has its own news bureaus. The Chicago
Daily News prims all the news.
It is an independent paper. It recog-
nizes the utility of political parties as
tii.s'means for the accompl hment of proper
ends, but il declines to regard any im re
party as a fit subject for unquestioning
atronace ofadoration. It solicits the p g
intelligent, thoughtful, honest people, who
love country more than party.
THE CHICAGO DAILY NEWS
Is a “ short and to the point ’’ paper. It
believes that newspaper reading is but an
incident of the day, not its chief business.
It accordingly leaves to the “blanket-
sheets” the monopoly of tiresome and
worthless amplification. It seeks to any
all that the reader should care to read, and
to say it in the shortest possible manner.
It is a daily paper for buoy people.
It is a clean paper, fit for the family
circle. It is a cheap paper— 2 cents per
day, 12 cents per week, 50ccnis per month,
$6.00 per year. Sold by all news dealers
throughout the Northwest. Mailed to any
address, post-paid, upon receipt of price.
Where the facilities of a daily mail are
not enjoyed Tire Chicago Weekly
News is recommended as “the next best.”
It is a large 8 page, 64 column paper, care-
fully made up to meet all the varying
neeas of the family circle. • It is th©iv i
largest “dollar weekly” in America. . Il
la equal to tbe best
Genuine Cyclone
ti going on in the stock of
Dry Goods & Groceries,
at the store of
B. WYNUOFF,
Diess Goods, Table Linens.
Skirts, Hosiery, White Goods,
Etc, in endless variety.
A full and complete line of
CROCKERY
always on hand.
I have the agency in this city
for the celebrated
Needle Gas Lamp.
These lamps are a great im
provement on all other lamps
both as to quantity of oil
used and the amount of light
which they give. Call and
see them.
Qoode delivered fret of charge.
B. WYNHOFF.
Holland. Jona 14. IRSS
bitters I
Burdock sTood1 Bitters
TAj/ kh: ii ’I'm]''! of Buck.
Burdock Bi.oodIitters
KEUEVES
' lygjry, Aching Bones.
Burdock Blood Bitters
CUKES
_ Dyspepsia.
liyapro.ln,
Liiir.TO:- l leu I 1 1 my duly (o say re-
sr'cring Burdock Blo.x! Bti (©:>.! hat itn
Un !*”^ widieimi I over tori; I fuiffcn-d
-iw» or thn e vear- irons jitoiu^rh trounN
a -d dyspepf • t,ns wvl’. u i fr< *n 1 ver at v
k d >9y c-m-pin Dt. I n-4 j nri | i.
teu tunny '.m.fiuc.vt. Aiy wife v.u. affile e«i
in much the samp way. W#« ^ ayni;r
Bit era in the | pipe 4, pr)U m.- v • n i o’. *
minds that wn WMuiJ ttt, ih-m, Yl) ti : ifi:
is, my wife and I began to improve atone •,
and I an) now nb!e to do more hard work
than l>efore in leu years. L relieved my
kidney tronlfips ns well; We both wish
you, the Luke- wf It. Gndupoed.
Joseph landon.
Chelsea, Vt.
f] Cive Detroit paper!
THE DETROIT EVENING JOURNAL
Haa been Greatly Improved during the past
ej* months nni In now THE BE3T EVENING
1 APER published lu this Bute.
IT IS THE ONLY AFTERNOON PAPER
IN MICHIGAN THAT RECF.IVES AND
PUBLISHES THE FULL DAY
*K.sftoc\.t\\eA
DIS^-A-TOHIES-
THE EVENING JOURNAL '
Itoocives a yreat'-r number of
FROM THE b-— ITj Wall «uiy oUisx LMiNtriu
Duintt.
THF. EVENING JOURNAL’S
Uepor'a o;' tbo Detroit-, Toledo, ('Mcww find
New York GRAIN AND STOCK MAP.KKTrt
arc mo* e co'nnmie and cover up to a iatoi liour
than those oi its contemporary.
(Thtiiian important Hem for the. Huninexs Men
and Fanners of Michigan to consider.)
THE EVENING JOURNAL'S
LOCAL NEWS Is JiriitUt and Aoenn.e; ita
EDITORIALS aro Independent, Comprehea-
elve and Pointed.
THE EVENING JOURNAL
la CTiEAN and poMess** Featuresof SPECIAL
INTEREST TO LADIES.
Mar TUE EVENING JOURNAL ia delivered
by Carrier at io Onu p*r Wet-k, 0r sent
BY Mail at the rate of •5.00 per Year, post-
age prepaid.
Notice to Teachers.
The Ottawa County Hoard of School Examiners
will meet at the following named Huier and
placea. during the spring of 1685. for the purpose
;illcates:of examining applicants for teacher*’ certificate*:
Friday, March 12, at Hudscnville-
Friday, March 26, Grand Haven. Begnlar.
Friday, April 16, at Coopersville.
Each session will open promptly at 9 a. m.
The BoHrd urgently requests that all applicants
b* provided with certificates of good moral char-
acter, those from school boards where last em-
ployed as teacher being preferable.
All grades are requested to be prepared for ex-
amination on school law. For secnn>i grade in ad-
dition to other branches, book-keeping and phi-
losophy will be required; for first grade, algebra
and English literature.
Only third-grade certificates will be granted at
the special sessions of the Board.
By order oi the County Board of School Exam-
iners.
48-151 MRS. A. V. WEATHERWAX, Sec’y.
Mortgage Sale.
Default having been made In the conditions of a
certain mortgage made hr Herman A. Wlegmink
and Minnie Wiegtnink. hie wife, of Blendon town-
ship. Ottawa connty, Michigan, to Gilies Wabeke,
of Zeeland, Ottawa connty, Michigan, dated Dec-
ember third, 1B6t, and recorded in the office of the
Regieter of Deeds, for the County of Ottawa and
State of Michigan, on the fourteenth day of Dec-
ember A. D. ImI. In liber 17 of mortgages, on
page 07. on whtcb there ie claimed to be dne at
the date of this notice the sum ol two hundred
and twenty-aix dollars and thirty-three cents, and
the legal attorney’s fee provided for in said mort
gage, and no eolt or proceedings at law having
been Instltnted to recover the moneys seenredby
said mortgage, or any part thereof; now, therefore,
by virtue of the power of sale contained in aald
mortgage, and the statute in such case made and
provided, notice Is hereby given that on Monday,
the «tb day of March. A. u. 1886. at 11 o’clock In
the forenoon. I shall sell at pnbllc auction to the
highest bidder, at the front door of the court
house in tbe city of Grand Haven, that beln* the
place where the Circuit Court for Otuwa connty
is holdeo, the premises described in said mort-
gage, or so much thereof as may be necessary *o
that cerwln tract or parcel of land, situate in the
County of Ottawa and State of Michigan, and
known and described as follows; The north west
flve4>urths (5 4) acres of the west fractions! hslf,
(V* • fr. tf)of the north west quarter (N. W.¥) of
section thirty (80) township numbered six (8)
jorth of range fourteen (14) west.
D.t.a,HolLd.i.nKa.rJw0th,AKD.mwM
Girbit j. Dikkbma, Attorney for Mortgagee.
Cl list taken the lead ta
tha tales of that daw oi
remedies, ami has giyea
almost universal tauslsc-
^MURPHY BROS.,
Paris. Tea
- ---- ----- - among the leading Medi-
I does of the oildom.
Wdjrgi
Fur uJ« at tbe drag store of H. Walsh
[oitioul.]
Common Oounoii-
Holland. Mich , January 23. 1886.
The Common Connell met In i*i»c«-iul vvi'atou
and wan called to order by the mayor.
Members preaenl: Mayor Kanina, A I'' •"'•ll.
Boae, Ter Vree, Bangs, De Roo,' Ranters, b«.rt?cb,
and the clerk.
Reading of the minutes dispensed with.
The following petition was received:
Holland, Mich., Jan. 25. It86.
To the HonorabU Mam and Common Council of
the City of Holland.
Gintlbmbn:— The nnderalgned would respect-
fully petition your Honorable body to grant them
permission to erect an elevated plank walk across
Fifth street; to connect their mill with a warehouse
they propose building on Fifth street, directly op-
posite their mill. They propose to leave at least
two openings sufficient to permit the passage of
teams, besides the openings for the R. R. side-
tracks .
And your petitioners will ever pray,
Walsh Db Roo & Co.
—Referred to the Committee on Streets and
Bridges with the City Attorney.
The following communication was received
from the City Treasurer:
Holland, Mich., Jan. 21,1886.
To the Honorable Mam and Common Council of
, the City of Holland.
Gcntlemen:-! would respectfully request your
Honorable body to extend the collection of taxes
Until February 25th, 1886.
Yours Respectfully,
CORNEUL’S VER ScHl'RE.
City treasurer and ex-offlcio city collector.
—Request granted and the time for the ejection
Of taxes extended until February 2Mh, 1886.
Council adjourned to Tuesday, February 2nd,
1886.
GEO. H. BIPP, Clerk.
The way to produce a smile on the face
of a man, suffering with a hacking cough,
to make him a present of a bottle of Dr.
Bull’s Cough Syrup.— Just try it and you
will be aolonished at the result.
When Our Ships (oine In.
Long years ago a boy stood at his
mother’s knee and asked* her for many
things, toys, pleasures, pastime-*, money
to procure them with.
“You shall have them all,” said the
fond mother, kissing the boy’s upturned
face, “when my ship comes in.”
But the ship never came in. Years
passed; the boy became a man, and the
mother, who was very sick, sent lor
him. When be stood* by her bedside
she looked at him with a faint, sad
smile.
“My ship is coming in,” she said.
Then he knew that she was dying.
“It is a beautiful ship,” she whis-
pered, “and it is bringing me every
good thing I have missed here.
“But it will take you away from me, "
and the strong man wept.
Other years passed away, and an old
man lay dying. His grandchildren
hung about him to soothe his las', mo-
ments and see that his wants were at-
tended to^They thought he was gone—
he lay so silent. At last he opened Ins
DORIAN FRUIT.
eyes and said in a clear, firm voice :
“Rest— homo — heaven— I will have
them all when my ship comes in.”
“Has he a ship?” asked the children
of each other. /-
“It is sailing steadily this way,” said
Ahe dying man. ./“Its sails are whim
and glistening; the friends of my youth
are on its decks of pearl; no rough seas
will engulph it; no storms will dr:v - it
from its course ; ray Captain has given
His orders; my ship is coming in.”
The children saw no white-winged
ship or boatman pale. They heard not
the dip of the muffled oars, as they bore
him away on “the sea that runs around
all the world.”
We all have ships at s a. To our
human eyes some of them were wrecked
near shore,
By the flow of the inland river,
while some went down in open sea with
all their colors flying. They have the
choicest treasures for us, but they
never come in: frieflds, dear friends,
are voyagers on them; tidier stuff than
the looms of India produce are m the
holds; jewels of fabulous wealth are
held in trust there, but are on the far-
off sea, and come not to any harbor.
We can see the dip of the opal sails;
we can discern the beloved crew, but
they are ever sailing away, away. -
“Ship alioy!”
It is tho voice of the commander,
Death.
The ship puts about then and comes
near to the white sands of life. It is no
unreal phantom slrp. It is freighted
with youth and love, lost hopes and
blessed fruition. Our feet are upon
the decks— the white spray envelops us
as with a veil; all sail is not for the
blessed isles— our ship has come ini—
M. Quad.
TltoV-* ua; •»" WuJu.i Saw A.bv»rbs the
T I i..- of the K!nf? of ItiirMtuh.
Just ow no work at all is being
traiisuvkvl in the capital of Burma!].
Idlene.-s is de riguenr; for it happens
Lat the dorian fru.fc is now iu season,
and until that is over tho lung may not
he diet ybed.
What kind of a fruit is it, thi< won-
drous thing that lays its relax mi g fasci-
nation upon the whole madmen- of
Government; that stops, by the mere
spell of its ddicidusiiess, the ro tir.o
of an admiuiitratiou? lt i.» njt msily
described; but roughly speaki.ig, tho
following recipe may be ventured upon
for imitating a do.ian: Take equal
quantities, say a quart, of almond paste
and onion sauce, and mix them thor-
oughly with a pound of cream < k *0^.
Flavor it with as many essences a« can
be procured, and seive up in a dish
with r.n outrageously dead *at. The
cat, of course, is not intended to lie
eaten. It is merely use 1 as a garn.ah
to impart the necessary perfume 1 > s*.o
fruit. We do not tniuk wo do tho
dorian any injustice in th.s description,
and, lest it may seem to do, wo would
hasten to add that, in spite of all draw-
backs, it is emphuiicailj delicio. s.
That any should have ve iturd to
eat the evil smelling thing is stia".gi
enough. Still more astonishing, hj.v-
over, is the fact that, when once < .iL.n,
the taste for it becomes with mai > \
sons absolute passion. It seem-? '.’c ; :j-
sess something of the fa.ouiatio.rof
opium. Once tl:o lib ng for it is ac-
quired, the craving for it grows irre-
sistible. The man who to-da/ vo.vil
turn and run for iiis life if dorians were
brought near him, will by and by be
looking forward impatiently to the time
when they shall be again in season.
Nor, when they are once in the market,
does the dorian-eater ever seem to
know when he has had enough. Still
less will ho acknowledge that he has
had a feast. On the contrary, having
swallowed quarts of the mixture which
the large fruit contains, he still longs for
more. Perpetually devouring, he will
never confess to a surfeit, lie beet mes
voracious as a whirlpool, bottomless as
the pit. His appetite .-s unfathomable
and Gargantuan. He will eat more, at
one sitting, than tho human form could
be thought capable of containing, and
even then will look hungrily at the
spoon and plate as if ho would like
to lick them as clean as Squee V pupils
used to do. Though he ought to feel
gorged to rejilet on, he leaves the table
as if unsatisfied, and the smallest prov-
ocation in the way of suggesting
“another dorian” will bring him to his
seat.
let the amazing passion for the .'ruit
has never found any adequate explana-
tion. That is to say, no o le, when
challenged to show cause tor his furious
enthusiasm about it, can do so intelli-
gibly. Kueii one vows that the tiling
delights in .i for some diil.-reut reason.
Is it acid? o.s. And very sweet? Yes,
too. It ha- no nice, and yet it lias no
solid par , a 1 1 i i tneveforo all juice. It
1 as so many * avors that it has none at
all, and yet every one is simultaneously
recognizable. Half the time the gour-
mand cats it he is absorbed in doubt as
to what lie is eating. The' tastes flit
over his bewild red palate in such swift
succession that he can no more identify
them than a passenger in an express
train can identify faces on the platform
he dashes past. It is a procession of
the ghosts of flavors, of the phantoms
of perfumes, and they crowd along on
each other's heels so fast that the eater
can never stop precisely at any one of
them and exclaim: “There, now, this
is so and so. ” It is already gone past,
and the next one is passing. It was al-
mond-iQ wneu the eater opened his
mouth, b.;t before he had time to say
so it was onion-sauce, which turns into
vanilla-cream and then to cream-cheese,
with a dash of lemon and so to a merin-
gue, sherry, Swiss milk, raspberry —
anything. The ultimate result, how-
ever, the outcome of the conflict, is
confusion pure and simple; an utter
collapse of the intellectual effort to
distinguish one from the other, and a
hopeless abandonment of reason. One
idea alone possesses the really infatu-
ated dorian-eater, and that is .to eat as
much as he possibly can. Yet, though
explanation of the curious fascination
this fruit possesses is not forthcoming,
analogies exist which go to prove that
the dorian is not the only one of the
gifts of Pomona that, like the fabled
Good Results in Every Case.
D A. Bradford, wholesale paper dealer
of Chattanooga, Tenn., writes, that he
was seriously afflicted with a severe cold
that settled on his lungs: had tried many
remedies without relief. Being induced
to try Dr. King’s New Discovery for Con-
sumption, did so and was entirely cured
by u<e ol a lew hollies. Since which tin e
he has used It in his family lor all Oul'Iis
and Oi ls with best results. This is the
experience of thousands whose lives have
been saved by this Wonder) ul Disc* very.
Trial hollies free at H. Walsh’s Drug
Store.
11,000 Forfeit!
Having the utmost confidence In its
superiorly over all others, and after thous-
ands of tests of the most complicated aud
severest cases we coaid find, we feel ius-
lifted in offering lo forfeit One Thousand
Dollars ipr any case of cough, cold, sore
throat, influenza, hoarseness, bronchitis,
consumpiion in its early stages, whoop-
ing couiih, and all diseases of throat and
lungs, except asthma, for which we only
claim relief, that we can’t cure wi*h
West’s Cough Syrup, when taken accord
log to directions. Sample bottles 25 and
1c. Large bottles tl.00. Genuine wrapped
ily in blue. Sold by all druggists, or
apples, has the power of bewitching
those w*
£pwial .
At the Central Drug Store wifi be found
a full stock of pure druss, patent medt-
elm s, paints, oils aud varnishes at lowestprices. 49-lf
A NASAL INJECTOR free with each bottle of
Bhllob’e Catarrh Remedy. Price 10 ccnta. For
sale by Yates & Kane.
WILL YOU BUFFER with Dyspepsia and Liver
Complaint? Shiloh's Yltalizer Is guaranteed to
cure you. For sale by Yates & Kane.
World’s Best. West’s Liver Pill*, n
sure cure for liver complalut, dyspepsia,
sick headache, and indigestion. 30 pills
2oc. All druggists.
Golden Seal Bitters is moeling with
(rrand success wherever u-ed. It la an
article of ereat merit. Every family
should have it iu the Iioum-. It is the
coming family medicine.
Pick headache and itb liver diseases
yield immediately to Wes'’s Liver Pills.
Sugar coaled. All drugyists.
UACKMETM'K" r laitinp and fragrant per-
fumu. Price 25 uml W cents, j-ori-ale by Yates
& Kane.
SHILOH'S CUBE will immediately relieve
Croup, Whooping cough and Br luchitla. For sale
by Yates & Kane.
Hail 'Ao;uK
Chicago and West Michigan Railway.
Taking Effect Sunday, Nov. 29, 1885.
FROM HOLLAND TO CHICAGO.
TOWNS.
! Rr.t’and ...........
j Gram] Junction —
I Baugor .......... .
; Denton Hurbor....
I New Buffalo .......
Chicago ...........
lo ho taste the delicacy.— London
Telegraph.
A Simple Cure for DyepepiU.
Probably never iu the bistory of Propri-
etary Medicines has any article met suc-
cess equal to that which has been show-
ered upon Golden Beal Bitlers. Why,
such has been the success of this discov-
ery, that nearly every family In whole
neighborhoods have been taking it at the
same time. Golden Peal Billers combines
the best remedies of the vegetable king-
dom, and in such proportions as to derive
their creafest medicinal effect with the
east disturbance in the whole system. In
act this preparation is so well balanced lo
Is action upon the alimentary canal, the
iiver, the Kidneys, the Biomach, the
loweis, and the circulation of the Blood,
that it brings about n henlihy action of the
entire human organi«m that can hardly be
credited by those who have not even the
remarkable re-nlts that have followed its
Use. Sold by H. Walsh. 50-4t
v lax, otw n . aiauisou ol, l**
HI.
Chi- rymptoms
par bottle.
I ! NI’1
vi.ullKxp.iExp.
a.m. p.ro
10 25
11 87
1J 5r>
1 27
2 85
5 4)
1%
2 20
2 87
3 23
p+m.
11 50
1 10
1 81
2 35
4 25 3 55
7 JO! 7 00
p.m.|p.m.|a. m
.Mix.
n. m
5 00
8 27
9 20
12 00
2 35
p. m
FROM CHICAGO TO HOLLAND.
Chicago ..... .......
New Buflao ........
Benton Harbor ...... .
Bangor ...............
Grand Junction ......
Holland .............
a. m.
9 00
11 85
12 42
202
2 20
8 30
p m.
p.m.
8 30
5 35
6 35
7 22
7 35
8 40
p.m.
ptm.
9 55
12 80
1 5ft
2 55
3 17
1 40
a. m.
a. m.
7 25
10 15
1 35
2 55
5 20
p.ro.
FROM HOLLAND TO GRAND RAPIDS
Mall.Exp Exp. Exp. Exp.
p. m p.m. a.m. a. m. p. m.
Holland ..............3 3(1 8 49 t4 45 10 25 5 40
Zeeland ..............3 4C 4 56 10 35 5 58
Grand Rapid*. , ...... 4 80 9 25 5 43 51 20 7 15
FROM GRAND RAPIDS TO HOLLAND. •
a. m. p. ni. p. m. p.m.
Grand Rapid* ....... 9 00 12 35 10 4ft 4 20
Zeeland ..............9 58 11 25 5 10
Holland ..............10 10 1 20 11 35 5 25
FROM HOLLAND TO MUSKEGON.
a m. p.m. a. iu. p.m. p. m.
Holland .............10 25 3 30 t5 30 5 35 8 40
Grand Haven ....... 11 15 4 20 ft 3l) ft 30 9 30
Furrysburg .... ..... 11 20 4 25 6 40 ft 85 9 85
Muskegon ..........11 65 4 55 7 13 7 10 10 05
FROM MUSKEGON TO HOLLAND.
p. m.;a. m. p.m. a. m. p.tm.
Mu*kc*gon ........... 1 45 11 40 7 00 8 30 9 50
Ferrysburg ......... 2 30 12 25 7 3“ 9 27 10 40
Grand Haven ....... 2 35 12 30 7 48 9 33 10 45
Holland ..............3 25 1 20 8 40 10 20 11 35
p.m.
FROM HOLLAND TO ALLEGAN.
p.m i. m
Holland ............ 3 8U • 0 25
3 4;> 1ft 40
Hamilton ......... 3 55 10 5C
Allegan . ......... 4 30
..... 11 25
FROM ALLEGAN
-•
1
2
a. in p. m. p. in
Allegan ............9 10 4 30 ll 2
9 42 5 05 12 W
Fillmore ........... . . 9 50 5 18 12 80
Holland ............ 10 15 5 30 1 00
t Daily. All other trains daily exc pt Sunday.
All irams run by Central Stanuard time.
Tickets to all point* iu the United States and
Canada.
.1. H. CARPENTER. Gen. Paw. Agt.
F. G. CHURCHILL. Station Agent.
HiChigan and Ohio Railroad.
Taking effect Jan. 18, 1885.
GOING WS3T. Central Tjntl DOING EAST.
Paw. Mix’d Pass.
a. m.
10 10
11 02
II 24
II 29
11 39
11 55 i
12 08 i
12 30 |
12 46
12 55
1 Oft
1 17
1 38
2 05
2 17
2 86
2 56
3 04
8 10
3 45
8 53
3 59
4 10
p. m.
p. m.
5 45
ft 40
7 04
7 09
7 16
7 V
i 7 45
8 09
8 25
8 32
8 42
8 58
9 15
9 44
9 57
10 15
TOWNS Pa-s.
10 10
9 4H
9 42
9 32
9 17
9 05
ia. m
L Toledo A 11 10
. Dundee..
..Brit»on ..
. Ridgeway .
.Tecumaih.
...Tipton...
...OnHted..
..Addiaou..! 8 43
.. Jerome..) 8 26
..Momow..1 8 20
..Hanover..
.. Pula*kl.
...Homer ..
. .MarMitUl .
...Cereccn.,
. Battle Cr»k
. . A IlgUHt A . .
..Yorkville
..Richland .
Montieth..
....Flak....
..Kellogg ..
A Allegan L
8 09
7 57
7 38
7 0C
6 49
6 30
p. m.
6 10
4 13
8 52
8 47
3 37
3 22
3 08
2 45
2 28
2 21
2 10
1 59
1 38
1 14
1 02
12 44
12 27
12 20
’2 15
II 43
11 35
11 30
11 20
a. m.
Train Connections.
At Toledo, with all railroad* diverging. At Dun-
dee, with T A. X. & G. T. At Britton, with Wab-
a*b. St LonU A Pacific* At Tecumseh, with Lake
Shore & Mich. Som heru At Jerome, witft L. 8.
& M. 8 At Hanover, with L. S. A M. 8. At
Homer with L. 8. ft M. 8. (Lansing Division) and
Air Line Division of the Mich. Central. At Mar-
sha!, with M. V. R. R. At BatUe Creek, with Chi-
cago ft Grand Trank and M. C. R. R. At .Mon-
tieth with G. R. ft r. At Allegan, with Chicago ft
West Mich, and L. 8. ft M. 8
Trains H daily except Bandar.
B. McIIUGH.
General Pa«seng«T Agent.
2lcit! 2Mm'tisemcnts.
IWortgaee Sale.
Default having been made in the conriitlonr of a
certain mortgage dated May fourth. (4th), A. D.
1870. a*id executed by Robert Aketiy, and Bary C
his wife, to George W. Jnscelvn. and recorded
August second (2nd). A. D. 1870. in the ol ee of
the HegMer of Deeds for Ottawa county. Michi-
gan, in liber U. of mortgages. on page 404, upon
which mortgage there I* claimed to be due at the
dare of this notice, five hundred and sixty dollars
(1560.00)* and no suit or proceed Inga at law or in
equity having been instituted to recover the debt
or any part thereol secured by said mortgage, now.
therefore, by virtue of tho power of sa<o In said
mortgage contained, and of the statute in such
case made and provided, notice is hereby given
that on tho
First day of February, A. D. 1886,
at one o'clock In tho afternoon of said day. at the
front door of the court house of Oitawa county,
' “ n. Id said
W8T WILL YOU coagfa when Shiloh'* Cart
sf. :
Michigan. Iu the city of Oraod Haven. ----
county , there will be sold ar public anctioo or ven-
due, to the highest bidder, the premises in said
roortgtge described, or so much thereof a* will
satlafy said debt and the interest and expense of
ihia advertisement and sale, via.: The aoutheaat
quarter 0i) of the northwest quarter (Ml aud the
will give Immediate relief. Price 10 cts. Q0 eta.
and $1. For tale by Yatea ft Kane.
SHILOH'S VITaUZBK ia what yen need for
Conetlpation. Loes of Appetite. Diulnese and all
of Dyspepsia. Pries 10 sad 75 cents
southwest 0<) °f northeajtjuyer (#>
six'teen^lO) west, lying in the town of Holland,
UiumOHii;, MwSjg*. „ jowitYiI,
Holland, Michigan, November 4, A. OlBk ‘
THE CENTURY,
For 1885-86.
The remarkable Interest In the War Papers and
in the many timely articles and st-ong serial feat-
ures published recently In the Century has given
that maeaxine a regular circulation of .
MORE THAN 800,000 COPIK8 MONTHLY
Among the feature* for the coming volume, which
begina with the November number, are:
THE WAR PAPERS
BY GENERAL GRANT , AND OTHERS.
These will bo continued, most of them Illustrated,
until tho chief events of ibe Civil War have been
described by leading participant* on both aide.
The "Recollections of a Private’' aud special
war paper* of an anecdotal or humorous character
will be features of tho year.
SERIAL STORIES BY
W. D. HOWELLS, MARY HALLOCK FOOTE,
AND GEORGE W. CABLE,
Mr. Howell's serial will be In tighter vein than
The Rl*e of 811ns Laphum.” Mr*. Foote's is a
story of mining life, and Mr. Cable's a novelette
of the Acadian* of Loulsana. Mr. Cable will also
contribute a retie* of papers on Slave songs and
dance*, Including negro *«rpent-wor*hlp, etc,
SPECIAL FEATURES
Include “A Tricycle Pilgrimage to Rome,’’ l!lu*.
t rated by Pennell; Historical Papers by Edward
Eggleston and other*; Papers on Persia, by 8. G
Benjamin; Astronomical articles, practical and
popular, on ‘•Sidereal Astronomy:’' Papers on
Christian Unity; Papers on Manual Education, by
various experts, etc.
StlORT STORIES
By Frank R. Stockton. Mrs. Helen Jack*on. Mrs.
Mary Ilallock Foote, Joel Chandler Harris, il H.
BoyHetuT. A. Janvier. Julian Hawthorne, Rich-
ard M. Johnston, aud others; and poems by lead-
ing poet*. The Department*— Open Letters, Brie-
a-Brac, etc. will be fully sustained.
THE ILLUSTRATIONS
'' HI be kepi up to the standard which has made
the Century engravings famona the world over. ,
PRICES, A SPECIAL OFFER
Rosnlar subscription price, $4 a year. To en-
able n^w reader* to get all thu War Papers, with
O.DemELL,
—dealer in —
fi (WHITE UDJtRBIE
MONUMENTS,
I
All kinds of Building Work
made to order.
Cemetery Work
of all kinds neatly executed.
All Work Warranted to
give Satisfaction.
R. N.De MERKLL,
Holland, Mich., Aug. 25, 1885. 30-ly
R. B. BEST, M. D., B. LANDA&L
EAST END
Drug Store.
BIST & LAHM, Propristors,
comriflnti'.na from General Grant, Beauregard
AdmiraMcClellan, j. E. Johnston. Lew Wallace, l
Porter and others, wo wl.l send the 12 hack num-
bers. November. 1S8I. to October, 1885, with a
yedr'a subscription beginning with November,
IFSS. for $6for ihe whole. A subscription, with
the 12 nnmber* bound In two handsome volume*.
$7.50 for the whole. Back numbers only supplied
at those prices with subscriptions.
A free specimen copy (back number) will be
sent on request. Mention this paper.
AP dealers and postmasters take subscriptions
aud supply numbois according to i-ur special offer,
or remittance may be made directly to •
THE CENTURY CO. NEW YORK.
ST. NICHOLAS.
To anyone cnl lng at nnr Drag Store on Eighth
histreet, wo can sell any article or In fact anything
which every well kept drug store always keeps on
hand, for very reasonable prices.
PURE DRUGS,
OIGA.RS,
PERFUMERIES,
TOILET ARTICLES,
PATENT MEDICINES
of every description always In atock.
A competent clerk puts up prescrlptiona with
care and accuracy both day aud night.
BEST & LANDAAL,
Holland, Mich., Dec. 18, 1885.
An illustrated monthly periodical for hoys
and girls, appearing on the 25f/t of inch
mouth. Edited by Mary Mopes
Dodge. Trice 2->c jxr number.
$3.00 a year in adance.
St. Nicholas aims both to satisfy and to develop !
the taste* of its constituency; and Its record f..r ,
the past twelve years, during which It ha* always '
stood, a* It stands to-day, at tho head of period- '
cals for hoys aud gill*, f* u sufficient warrant for
Its excellence during the coming season. Tho ed- I
Hors announce the following as among the
Leading Features for 1885-6.
A serial story by Francis Hodgson Burnett. The
first long story she ha* written for children.
A Christmas Story by rf. D. Howels. with hu- 1
morons pictures t.y hi* little daughter.
Goorgo Washington, hy Horace K. ficutider. A|
novel and attractive historical serial.
Short stories for girl* hy Louisa M. Alcott. The 1
first— The Candy Country— In November. ' i
New Bits of Talk for young folk*, bv 11. II.,
This scries forme a gracious and ffttlug memorial
of u child-loving aqd child-helping soul.
Papers on the grout English schools. Rugby I
and others. Illustrations by Joseph Pennell.
A Seacoast serial story, by J. T. Trowbridge,
will be life like, vigorous, and useful.
Jenny’s Boarding House, a serial by James
Ut!s. dealing with newsboy life and enterprise. |
Frank R. Stockton will contribute several of his I
humorous aud fane! ft] I stories.
Drill, By John Preston True. A capital school I
HAVING BEEN LICENSED TO DO
PLOIBING
in counectlon wlih the HoUnd City Water Workl,
wc are ready to make
ESTx IMIATES
for put ’lug in
WATER FIFES
• for all parties desiring the same.
Will tit upjreaidencea for
Hot and Gold Water!
atorv for boys. , ,
Tire Boyhood of Shokespcre, by Rose Klugsley, i
with illustration* bv Alfred Parsons.
Mid pnt In BATH TUBS. WASH STANDS, Etc.
Short stories by scores of prominent writer'*. In !
cWIng Susan cbolidge. 11. H. Hovesen, Nora
..... Wi ’ ' - -Perry. T. A. Janvier, ashington Gladden, Ro**!-
ter Johnson, Joaquin Miller and Sophie May.
Entermining sketches by Alice W. Rawlins, C.
G. Leiand. Henry Eckfory, Lieutenant Scbwatka,
and others.
Poems, shorter contribution*, and departmefits
will complete what tho Rural New Yorker calls
the best magazine In (be world.
THE CENTURY CO„NtwYork.
ATTENTION
Farmers and
Woodsmen.
All kinds or
Cis'ierns and Drive Wells
put In and repaired.
Give us a call.
VAN LANDEGEND A KERKHOF,
Holland. Mich., Juno 19, 1885.
We will buy all ihe Slave and Heading
Bolls you can make aud deliver Ihc year
round, viz:
Oak Slave Bolts, 30 inches long.
White Aeh Stave Bolts. 30 inches lonjj.
Elm Slave Dolts, 33 Inches long.
Black Ash Slave Bolls, 83 Inches long.
Black Ash Heading Bolls 88 inches long
Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 Inches long.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
For making contracts or funher in-
formation apply lo Fixler’s Slave Factory.
ED. VEP SCHURE. Supt.
or to G. Van Putten & Sons’ store.
Fall Opening.
G. Yu Patten & Sons.
We have just received a fall tine and a complete
stock of
DRY GOODS.
DRESS GOODS,
FLANNELS,
REPELLENTS,
UNDERWEAR,
’ HOSIERY,
~ JERSEYS,
YARNS,
,and> fall stock q?
DOIMIESTICS.
We have a new atock of n. ITS. aid a fall lino of
FUR/CAPS.
We also keep at A times a complete line of
FEES! /GROCERIES,
Twin Foes to Life
Are Imligcslion ir,i<1 Cor.«U|>ntion.
Their primary symptoms uro mnutg tho
moat distressing of minor huimm ui.mcnta,
and a host of di*esix-, speedily rt»u^aiit
from tlirtn, mutually aggravate each oilier
and assail at onco tho urjioln machinery
of life. Nausmi, Foul Drouth, Sour
Stomach, DLe/.iuess, Hoad no lies,
Bilious Fever, Jnuntlice, Dyspepsia,
Kidney Diueoses, Piles, Hlieunmtlain,
Neuralgia, Dropsy, nnd vuriou* Skin
Disorders, arc among the Nymptoma
and malmlir* caused bv derangement of
the stomach and bowels.
A Thorough Purgative
medicine i» the first neccaalty for cure.
Then the cathartic effect must bo main-
tained. in u mild degree, Just sufficient
irrcnee ofto prevent a recur enc   costiveneai,
ana iat the same time the liver, kidnoyt
and stomach must be itlmulated and
strengthened.
Ayer’s Pills
Accomplish this restorative work better
than any other medlcino. They are
action, aa lithe effect of other cathartlci.
Withal, they posseHS special properties,
diuretic, hepatic and tonic, of the highest
medicinal value and
Absolutely Cure
All diseases proceeding from disorder
of the digestive and memnllatory organs.
The prompt use of Ayer’s Pills to
correct the first indications of eostive-
ness, averts the serious illnesses which
neglect of that condition would inevitably
Induce. All irregiilarUies iu Hie action of
the bowel* — looseness as well ns consti-
pation— arc beneficially controlled by
Ayeu’s Pills, and for the stimulation
of digestive organs weakened by long-
continued dyspejNiia, one or two of
Ayer’s Pills daily, after dinner, will do
more good tb:m anything else.
Leading Physicians Concede
Pills are the best of allThat Ayer’s o
cathartic mefflef
ers, of the highest
prescribe them.
AYER’S ~ ~
O. VAN PUTTEN ft SONS,
Holuid, gfx. 4, 1885
PREPARED bt
Dr. J. C. Ayr A Co.,
[Analytical4 For sale by nil
imp.
1
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THE WEDDING TOUR
A SOBBOWFTTL TALK BT BUBDETTE OT AX UK-
TOBTUNAT1 COUPLE.
A mw named Jones, in the great wild West,-
He married the girl that be loved beet, ’
And he said to her in an evil boar,
•Let's plume oar wings for a bridal tower. 
He did not care which way they went.
Nor how much t'me and money they spent,
But they wanted to go the pleasaQtest way,
With the soenio points in the open day.
They read the •folders" o’er and o’er,
And read them over again onoe more :
And thought when last they read them through,
There was some mistake in a card or two.
For the "Wahoo root’ took the mountain in,
And the peaks were all on the "great Pen*
Tsln,"
On the "Beyannean" were the crags so tall,
And Niagara thundered along them all.
But the N. G. short line ran straight through,
And there was no change on the P. and Q. ;
The last to start was the one that led.
And they all got through six hours ahead.
They were all rook ballast and all steel rails,
With dining cars for the dinner pails ;
The shortest way and the lowest fare,
And the quickest time-they were all right
there.
They were all bee lines by lake and rill,
Bound crested mountain and smiling hill ;
They twisted around like an ampersand.
But they went “air line"— don’t you understand?
From the Kennebec to the Bayou Claire,
. Mm ~From the Peak of Pike unto ount Despair,
From the Great Salt down to Fundy’s brine,
They all went through on the shortest line.
They read till their reason went aflame,
Then they took the line with the longos) name,
The througboit car on the solidest train,
And the strsightest "root* on this sphere mun-
dane.
them it might be forever. I could not pic-
ture the scene of their desolate lives, it
came upon me with so sudden a shook; so
—you understand me, Norman?"
“I wonder," he said slowly, “if you
realize the meaning of your words. You
forget how long I have held the hope of
winning you when— 0, the emptiness of it
all!” he went on, bitterly. “To gain my
< esfre, to hasten to lay my fortune at Jean’s
feet, to look only to her, to find it all barren
and empty! And yet Jean was kind once."
Tears gathered in the girl’s eyes.
“Therefore I would hasten these last
words. I knew that I conld not make it
clear to yon, Norman; I knew that you
would not see it m my light— yet, if you
could look at it as I have done lately, you
would acknowledge—”
‘fl'hftt you are right to leave me for them?"
he asked quickly. “1 could never bring
myself to see that, Jean.”
“To think," she said very softly, “of the
onely days, of the desolate fireside, of the
empty rooms; no one to sing to them in the
long winter evenings, no one— we are young,
Norman; she added, wistfully, “we have all
our lives before us, we are in the sunrise
and their faces are turned to the sunset.”
“Someday," he said, bitterly, “when we
are beyond the freshness of onr youth we
may meet; someday, when the world has
mfled upon us and the beautiful dreams we
dreamed together have ended in disappoint-
ment, we may meet on that barren plain of
middle age. Yes,” he went on with a short
laogh of utter wretchedness, “I can see it
all, Jean. If it must be so, if you will not
come now— then we part forever.”
“Then, ns you say, it must be forever. I
was selfish; I forgot that you in the stirring
They changed three times in the first ten
miles,
And they kept on changing between whiles :
They lost their baggage and tip King Charles’
ourworld conld easily find enough to fill V(
life. I forgot that our dear Scotch hills
And the wrong man took their tickets np.
Then they paid their fare, but forgot their way,
And with crazy folks they are made to stay,
They think all night, and talk all day,
And this is all they can think or say.
"Take the Great Broom-handle x Skew Gee,
Via Baltimlesa and the N. G. C.,
For the Worst Shore Bare line U. and L,
Is the root that the lunatics go by !*
IMS DISAPPOINTMENT.
They stood on the lawn in the red glow
of the May sunset— Jean Graeme and Nor-
man Fraser. Behind them rose the walls
of the vine-emboweied cottage where the
girrs happy young life had been passed.
The last of a large family, Jean lived only
for the father and mother whose sole joy
•he had become when the dark depths of
ocean received the two brave lads who had
fought so gallantly through the horrors of
the mutiny.
Through her lonely childhood Norman
Fraser had been her friend— aince the days
they had read the same books and had gone
nutting together in the Boscnm Woodson
bright half-holidays; had been her lover
since she returned from Edinburgh a “fin-
ished young lady," as Mias Colburn said;
“the same sweet lassie," according to her
father.
As for Norman— he could say nothing,
she had become to him so much, a part of
his life since that life had opened out to
him wider possibilities and grander pros-
pects than his native valley offered. He
looked down at her as she stood in her sim-
ple blue dress amongst her flowers, that
sweet welcoming smile upon her lips, and
held her hand a little longer than usual in
his strong clasp as he told her that his
hopes were realized.
“The appointment is mine, Jean; I have
gained the position. Mv probation is at an
end, my hopes are fulfillea— the bright fu-
ture has come at last. God is very good to
us, Jean.”
“A loving father,” the girl said, softly,
thinking the while of the orphan lad who
had worked out so bravely his career; gain-
ing the victory over adverse circumstances;
toiling earnestly with faithful industry at
his profession, until now, in the prime of
his noble youth, he had plucked success
front the heights________ which before had ap-
peared so inaccessible.
“Jean," he said, gailjr, the same joy in
his yoice which filled his eyes; “Jean, you
must look on me with new respect — do you
appreciate that I represent one of the
largest mining companies in the world? Do
you perceive any change in me?" He bent
Us dark head until his frank eyes were on
• leVel with her own. “Only 27.” he said,
with a little pardonable pride in his man-
ner, “and my fortune is made. Will you
be ready, J<__ ___ w? ean, to go with me to the far
Southern land in which my new work lies?”
She looked up with a startled air. “It is
very sudden, Norman. I— I—" she broke
down; “would it hurt you very much if ~
could not go?”
“Hurt me?” His handsome face paled.
“Would it darken a sunny July day if the
light were suddenly obscured? Why bring
so sad a thought to me now, when the noon-
tide of my success is gladening my soul?
It is quick work, dear, but better so; the
parting will lose its sadness if you have
less time to indulge in those regrets which
find place in even our fullest joy. You
will come, Jean?”
She hesitated, a shadow on her lovely
face, her lips quivering— “How can I tell
you? You will not understand.”
“I can understand. Jean, anything bu i
that you will not. Nay, Jean, you are too
kind to grieve me without cause. You will
oome, dear?”
For one second she looked up at him,
standing so strong and handsome before
her, the light of his deep, true love in his
clear eyes, that tender smile ou his frank
tips. His hands were outstretched as if to
lead her into that glad new life of which he
had spoken —it was hard, but she turned
resolutely away.
“Norman;" her voice was very low, he
bent forward to catch each faltering word.
“Do you remember the little song I sang the
other night?"
He interrupted her, a sharp note of p
in his voice. “You cannot mean?—” 11
iain
'hen
he broke down. “You torture me; say you
are only jesting, only making a trial of my
love — say anything bat that yon will not
oome. You were always kind, Jean, a -
ways so tender and pitiful to any creature
fn pain— be kind now, dear; it was a jest—
nothing else?”
As the shadow deepened on her fair face,
she answered very gently: “Let me tell you
how it chanced, Norman, that I saw my
duty in its true light. It was the other
nignt when we were speaking of your bright
prospects, and mother spoke of the boys,
the brothers of whom I have only the faint-
ost recollection, x the two sons who were
lost on their homeward voyage from India.
It suddenly flashed upon me how BelfishJ
bad been to dream of a happiness thdy
conld not share. Soold, Norman, andl, the
oolvone remaining to them, apart from
would encircle you no longer. So, farewell;
you will have your bright hopes, and I— I
shall have my memories. Norman, for the
old love's sake, let us part as friends.”
Then something m her voice— or it
might have been the sorrow in her eyes, or
the quiver of her lips, revealed to him a
litile of her heart’s deep agony; possibly he
saw as far in that second as ever a man can
see into a woman's soul. The anger passed
away; he forgot all the hopes her act had
shattered, and, coming nearer, took her hand
in his.
Dear,” he said, and surely he had never
oved her with so intense and earnest a
love before; sorely she had never seemed
so much a part of his life as now when the
dark wave of separation was so soon to roll
between them; surely he had never realized
how much a part of himself she had become
as now that their ways were to divide; “dear,
will do your bidding, I will go away, will
eave you — but not forever. However wide
le drear expanse of ocean between us,
mwever long the years which may pass be-
ore we meet, I shall hold you bound to me;
shall yet return to claim you. 0 dear
ove of my youth! I shall still hold you as
the one purifying, one ennobling influence
of my life. Fate may be cruel— m the dark
hour one may well look to a darker— but if
Time should separate. Eternity shall re-
unite. Yet, after all, that greatest sorrow
will not be ours; as in the old sweet days I
shall come through the mountain-pass
into this dear valley to find you here
amongst the roses with your welcoming hand
ready to meet my own. 0, ray dear, it will
be worth living forrworth knowing lonely
days, worth tearing great disappointment,
to gain such rapture after all! And you,
Jean, what will you do?”
“I?" But she conld not speak. Surely the
sacrifice had never seemed so hard as now
that his voice spoke her name with so deep
a tenderness, such infinite love. Then she
ifted her eyes to his. “I shall wait for tne
glad hour which you have pictured to me,
and, Norman, it will come; I feel it— nay, I
know it — it will come.”
A little longer they stood on the lawn,
each thinking of, yet each trying to shun,
the hour which Time could not much longer
delay. The years which might come be-
tween them were lost sight of; in fancy
they were living over the glad moment
which should reunite them.
Mr. Graeme’s voice aroused them. It
was soon over — the hurried explanation.
“It was better for Norman to go alone at
first, so she would stay with them a little
onger,” and while the old man’s trembling
read the mother’s note! “Their oonny Jean
was ill.” Not this blow! not this agony!
Surely God would be merciful!
Heedless of the important and lucrative
position which he held, Norman engaged
passage on the first steamer leaving for
home— a nameless sorrow ageing his
bronzed face, a sick horror at nis heart.
All through the long voyage that thought
he could not put into words racked his
soul.
At last he was at homo; a few hours
more and he would be with Jeon. How
familiar the quaint old town! how sweet
the brisk clear voices! how fresh and brac-
ing the air!
Here he and Jean had gone that sunny
morning so long ago— he could see her in
her pink dress, with her, bright hair falling
in tangled curls on her dimpled shoulders.
How careful he had been of her lifting her
over the stiles and piling huge stones in
the brook for her to step ou when she in-
sisted upon crossing the pretiy stream alone.
Here they had gone for a long ramble the
day his happiness had come to him. Mem-
ory showea him that lovely picture— Jean
in her fresh girlish beauty, her innocent
eyes dim with a joyous mist ns he told her
ol the happy life which lay before them.
He looked up at the mountains, white
with the late-lying snow of that bitter De-
cember, and thought of the morning when
ho ha<J climbed that tall peak to gather for
Jeon a plant she had spoken of in his
jreseuce. Look where he would, the spot
leld something of her; her presence per-
vaded the whole scene with a gracious
charm. It was Jean’s smile he saw in the
sunlight; Jean’s eyes looked on him from
the clear blue of the heavens; it was Jean’s
voice he heard in the musical ripple of the
streamlet rejoicing in its freedom from
winter’s icy fetters. It would be the gay,
jlad springtime very soon; he would take
ler away from this northern climate into the
glow and radiance to be found under cloud-
less Italian skies. How the bright, beauti-
ful days would be filled with her presence;
how she would rejoice in the eternal youth,
the ever-changing splendors of that
fair; southern land! It would bring
her back the early freshness of her
first glad yonth; it would be on idyl, an
earthly paradise— God is good. He would
not take from them this purest hope.
fingers rested lovingly on her sunny curls,
“ *, who, with a woman’s intuition,the mother  — , -------------------- -
saw into the other woman’s heart, took the
girl’s hand in her own and bent over it with
loving lips. Then as Norman rose to go,
Mr. Graeme, with his kindly clasp, drew the
young man back into the room.
“Stay a little rionger, Jean will sing for
us— you’ll never hear so bonny a voice as
my Jean’s, though you search the whole
world over. Sing, Jean, the song you sang
the other day— you mind it, wife? ‘I Ganna
Leave the Auld Folk Now.’ Yon thought
of us. too, when Norman told you of his
fortune, eh, lassie?"
How she sang the tender, pathetic ballad
Jean never afterward knew. She only
knew that it was through a mist she saw
the words, and through a deeper mist
looked up into Norman’s eyes— scarcely
less dim than her own. Then for one pas-
sionate moment his arms were around her,
for one moment her head lay against his
heart— and it was oVery the sharp agony ol
self-renunciation, the angnish of that great
sacrifice.
Then she returned to the house to smile
bravely at her father’s cheery words, to
receive her mother’s kiss with sweet, un-
quivering lips. It was over— but there re-
mained the gladness of their meeting day.
He had reached the pretty, simple house
which held his happiness, the woman of
whom he had made an idol. Jean’s flowers
were dead; only a few blackened leaves
huwr from limp stalks, yet here there had
been such a wealth of beauty the day they
parted! How Jean would delight in the
Itoman violets and lilies — Jean, whose eyes
were bine as the violets; whose soul was
pure as the lilies. ,
But — what a hush about the pla?o! He
would step lightly — she might be sleeping.
In the hall he saw her father, and even in
that sharp moment of fear he noticed how
thin the white hair lay upon his temples,
how tremblingly the worn hands were ex-
tended.
“Jean?” Norman conld say no more.
Mr. Graeme looked up with no sign of
recognition in his face. “You knew her,
then, our bonny lassie? They say our Jean
is dying.”
Norman waited to hear no more, but
softly mounted the stairs, passing down the
conidor to where the sound of a woman's
voice fell upon the stillness. He entered
the room, and fell with a low. bitter cry be-
side the bed where Jean lay dying. He
felt vaguely that Mrs. Graeme stood by
him, 'that her kind hand rested on his head
for a second, that she said something in a
low voice — it was all a dream, an awful
dream.
Then Jean's voice fell softly on the si-
Jence of the room. It was Jean, but not
the Jean from whom he had parted that
May night so long ago. This Jean was a
child again roaming through leafy woods
on sunny afternoons; this Jean was the
little girl ho had loved in his boyhood.
Scene after scene of their childhood Jean's
voice brought back to him; now she chided
him for some adventurous act, now sang in
broken tones some old ballad he had loved,
now thanked him for a gift of flowers. She
did not know him, her restless eyes never
brightened as he bent over her and touched
lis lips to her brow.
“Jean,” he whispered. He had* never
called upon her before without winning the
sweetest answer from her sweet sonl.
“Jean," but she did not know him; she was
far away from . the quiet room, wandering
with him through the glow and splendor of
the strange Southern land of which he had
told her when no shadow lay upon the
brightness save the fleeting shadow of their
brief separation.
Through the long night he kept his sad
vigil, hungering for the recognition which
it almost seemed would never come. At
last, as the first light of a clondless dawn
stole into the room, the wandering, rest-
less spirit passed away, and Jean’s calm,
sweet soul shone once more from Jean’s
A Bullfinch Academy.
The buUfineh is a singing bird, and
academies for their edneation are es-
tablished at Hesse and Fulda, whence
all Germany, Holland, and England
receive supplies of the little musicians.
These birds bring from one to ten
dollars, according to their cleverness
in singing, as freshmen, sophomores
and graduates.
Dr. Stanley truly observes that no
school can be more diligently attended
by its master, and no scholars more ef-
fectually trained to their calling, than
a seminary of bullfinches. As a gen-
eral rule, they are formed into classes
of about six each and kept iu a dark
room, where food and musio are ad-
ministered at the same time, so that
when the meal is ended, if the birds
feel disposed to tune up, they are
naturally inclined to imitate the
sounds which are familiar to them.
As soon as they begin to imitate
a few notes the light is admitted
into the room, which exhilarates theit
spirits and inclines them to sing.
In some establishments the starving
system i* adopted, ang the birds are
not allowed food or light until they
sing. When they have been for some
time nnuer this course of instruction
in classes, thev are committed singly
to the care of boys, whose sole business
it is to go on with their education.
Each boy assiduously plays his bird-
organ from morning till night, for the
instruction of the bird committed to
his car'e, while the class leader goes
his regular rounds, superintending the
progress of his feathered pupils, prais-
ing or scolding them according to the
improvement made. This round of
teaching goes on unremittingly for no
less a period than nine months, by
which time the bird has acquired firm-
ness, and is less likely to forget or
spoil the air by omitting passages or
giving them in a wrong place.
In some cases the birds have been
taught to whistle three different airs
without spoiling or confusing them, but
in general, a simple air, with perhaps a
little prelude, is as much as they can
remember. In this respect the night-
ingale differs. It never repeats itself,
like other birds; it improvises its pas-
sages and if it ever resumes the same,
it is always with new accents and added
embellishments. It warbles in its
dreamy sleep.
The birds exhibit different degrees
of capacity. It has been observed that
the more easily a bird acquires his
lesson tin more readily he forgets it
The same observation has been made
in reference to children. It is essential
that the birds should hear no other
musical sounds than those it is in-
tended they shall imitate. They are
such close imitators that if the bird-
organ is someWhat out of tune the un-
pleasant effect is perpetual in their
song. Boys and girls are as much at
the mercy of vicious teachers. Their
language and opinions are tinged by
companionship. The road from the
school of the street to the university
of the prison lies in easy gradations.
“Unless yon see the bullfinch sing,"
says Mr. Wood, “yon miss the best part
of the performance.” He puffs out his
plumage, winks his eyes and makes
comical contortions with his head. No
boy could make his maiden speech at
the academie exhibition with more
pride and pomposity than that which
attends the song of the bullfinch in hja
scarf of glossy black velvet and vest
of bright vermillion.— Fran fc H. Stauf-
fer, in Philadelphia Cali
PITH AND POINT.
Ax event in high life— a eat-fight on
the root
A glowing prospect— a fat man's
face in warm weather.
A plumber’s paradise— forty below
and no fire in the house.
Thistle down— John L. Sullivan’s
fist At aU events, when John puts up
his fist he generally remarks : “This'll
down ’em!”— Barbers’ Oazette.
Ax old rounder says paralysis is
caused by canned goods. It is also cer-
tain that some of it comes through
bottled goods.— tfew Oi'leans Picay-
une,
Mabbiage wonderfully improves
soma women’s beauty. Many a woman
was never able to boast a pair of lovely .
black eyes until after she had been
married a year or two.— Maverick.
Persons who are not acquainted
with the fact ought to know that Phil
Sheridan blushes a good deal, and that
accounts for the brilliancy of his com-
plexion.— Nan Francisco Maverick.
AS it is.
The gall&nt beau, with soft, white hands
Incased in kids and golden bands,
By every look and action toils
He’s led to worship by tne— belles.
The charming Mlss"of sweet sixteen.
In fashion's garb, with beauty's mien,
While parson talks of Johns and Jims,
;ne .........Is on th  lookout for the-hims.
-Detnrit Free Frees.
eyes
Not unhappily the years passed byte
Jean in the restful quiet of the valley lying
within the shadow of the Scotch hills.
From the far southern land Norman’s let-
ters came like a breath of brighter air across
the winter chill of those grim mountains.
Now they would tell her of the strange life
of these tropic regions, of fairy-like visions
of forests in the Orinoco with their glorious
flowers and curious plants; every page was
vivid with the glow of South American sun-
sets, of rare red dawns, of sultry, shadeless
noons.
It was never his life of which he spoke,
never his alone; in every, hope* in every
dream, her name came first. It was of their
future he wrote, when wealth and distinc-
tion fell to his lori Their future!— and as
for Jean, afar in\ her simple home, her
dreams were like his own, tinged with the
hope which made tfieir separation bright.
Never a letter reathed her but bore the
old yoarhiM: question: “When will you
come, Jean?" And J<W read it with deeper
loye for the absent writer, but with never a
thought of change. 1 4 . „
So the yeart went py— to Norman full
of stir and eicitoment,\to Jean fiOl of pure
content— until ime day n shadow fell across
the sunshine of her letters. “She was not
well; the cold air of her mountams had
been unkind of late. It Was nothing-vet!”
How passionate Cheery which went up
from the depths of Norman's soul as he
Her feeble fingers closed over his strong
brown hand, her gentle voice uttered his
name, her loving eyes sought his. Then
he gave way, tears, not dll his self-re-
straint could control,' dimming his last re-
collection of the face of his one love.
Even as he told her of the glad bright land
to which he would bear her, the shadow
deepened, her slight hold grew feebler;
and while the mother’s sobs broke from her
anguished heart, he felt the agony of that
supremest loss; knew that even as his
strong arms were around her as if to wrest
her from that stronger clasp which claimed
her, Jean’s gentle, patient soul had
passed
"To where, beyond those voices, there is peace."
The Tower of London.
It stands on the north bank of the
Thames, about a mile below London
Bridge, and in the oldest part of the
British metropolis. Its foundation has
been ascribed to Julius Cmsar, but the
tradition is unsupported by evidence,
though it is probable the Homans had
a fortification there. The oldest por-
tion of the present fortress is the keep,
or White Tower, so named from its
having been originally whitewashed.
It was built in 1078. by William the
Conqueror. A great many notable
persons besides Bichard Ill’s young
nephews have been imprisoned there.
It has been from early times the de-
pository of the national arms, and
Arizona as a Llre-Stock Country.
Although possessing the necessary
elements for raising live-stock of all
classes, cattle predominates in onr ter-
ritory, say a Prescott paper, over all
other kinds. This will no doubt bp
the case for some time to come, but
while the cattle are multiplying very
fast, there can be no question that the
horse, sheep, and hog industry is re-
ceiving moro attention daily and gain-
ing ground with the same, if not more,
speed than other branches of com-
merce. However, the production of
live-stock of the latter description does
not attract the attention which the
favorable sources Arizona extends
should receive. For raising Wooded
horses or hogs no more favorable place
could be found in any State br Terri-
tory in the Union than the Salt River
valley. Here feed of all kinds can be
raised at little expense, and the climate
is such as to warrant the health, of
stock. Alfalfa, the grass of which so
much has been written lately, grows
with almost unprecedented rapidity,
and as fodder for hogs its eoual can
not be found, these animals subsisting
entirely on this, and growing fat Ari-
zona as a shipper of cattle is yet in
her infancy compared with the outlook
of the furture. The major portion of
the cattlemen of this Territory are men
who started in business with compara-
tively nothing, but by ecomomy, indus-
try, and enduring great hardships they
are fast reaching the top round of the
ladder of success, and as a consequence
Arizona may from now on be counted
among the beef producers of the world.
“What did you do the first time you
got into a battle?’’ said a young lady
to an old soldier. “Of course you
didn’t run?” “Oh, no. I didn’t run,
Miss; not at all; but if I had been going
for a doctor, and you had seen me, you
would have thought somebody was
awful sick.’’— C/iicaflro Ledger.
A scientist has advanced the theory
that, taking size as a basis, the mole-
cules of which a block ot granite is
composed are os far apart as the
planets of our solar system, and yet
some women can’t imderstand how it
comes that it always takes a man a
good while to find his hit.— Chicago
Ledger.
A writer in a juvenile magazine says
one of the first toys that a little Eskimo
has is a small bow of whalebone which
shoots arrows pointed with pins. If
the little Eskimo is as careless with
such toys as the little Americans, we
should think that the arctic country
presents a fine field for a glass-eye
manufactory.
Sophronia writes; I am making a
poem about the late-lamented Jumbo,
but cannot find a rhyme for the name.
Can you give me a rhyme for Jumbo?
Certainly, dear :
A girl in Connecticut, cunning and cuto,
Last yi-ar was engaged to a wealthy deaf mute,
And often Bho's boon with her kind deaf and
dumb beau,
At Barnum's and aeon the great elephant Jombo.
—Boston Coinin'.
Dr. Dio Lewis says he has taken a
daily bath in cold water for forty-five
years, and is now full of determination
to duplicate this experience. This, we
take it, means that he intends to take
two cold baths daily for the next forty-
five years. Perhaps if he were to use
warm water and a little more soap he
would’t find it necessary to take so
many baths.— M>rri«foton Herald.
A Virginia woman owned twelve
stands of bees, which attended strictly
to business, working ten hours a day,
until a distillery wAs started in the
neighborhood. Now the bees fly over
to the still that cheers and inebriates,
get very drunk, and are of very little
profit. How very similar a bee is to a
man ! Strong drink converts the “busy
bee” into a drone. — Norristown
Herald.
“This,” said Farmer Hayseed to his
city guest, as he pointed to a large
field, “is where we keep onr bull”
“And are we going in there?” asked the
guest “Yea, but you need not be
afraid. He is as gentle as a lamb ex-
cept when he sees bright red. If you
will take this chalk and chalk your
nose we can pass through in safety.”
And the farmer chuckled softly to him-
self that night as be heard his guest
packing his grip. — llamblcr.
THE MONEY-MAKING CHICAGO MAN.
There wa* a man In our town
Who waa not wondioua wise ;
For though he hart froth goodt to tell
He would not advertise.
Bat when he saw hit rival soil
Moro gooda than e’er could he,
Ho aiormed about hia grocery
Aa mad as mad could be.
He soon found out the other man
Had “ads" In sheets betimes;
Ho took the hint and did likewise,
And now piles in the dimes.
•OoodalVt Chicago Sun.
since the restoration of the “merry
monarch” Charles IT., ' the regalia or
crown jewels have been kept there on
exhibition.
“Mr. Dubenbebry, I’m shocked to see
that yon will persist in fishing. It is
horrible to hurt the little things in that
way. I declare I’ll not lot you bring
any of them into the house.” “Well,
my dear, I guess you are about right
It is excessively cruel. Of course the
remark does not apply to that pretty
little South American bird in yonr
hat Possibly it was chloroformed.
While it may be wrong to supply the
demands of appetite, it is perfectly
right to respond to the follies of
fashion. If - ” “Mr. Dusenberry,
you’re a brute — that’s what you are!”
—Philadelphia Cali _
Very few of the Mormon ladies ap-
pear to be ^opposed to the one-manpower. '
He Proved It.
“I am trying to raise a monument
Jfnnd,” said a tramp to De Fidgett,
fund would be glad to have you donate
p dime."
“Look here, you beggar, you know
you are lying. If I were to give you a
Idimo you would go to the nearest si-
loon and spend it for drink.”
“Sir, you have impeached my verac-
ity. I can prove to you that I am teU-
ing the truth.”
“If you can I will give you the
dime.”
“Don’t you suppose the saloon keep-
er will want a monument when he dies?”
—San Francisco Maverick.
The way to please is not to display
your superiority ; it is to conceal it
I from beii^g perceived.
Too Much Chicory.
Mrs. Samuelson, of Dallas, hired a
colored woman who had no previous
experience in cooking. She was so ig-
norant that she didn’t even know how
to make tea, so Mrs, S. told her to make
it as she did coffee, meaning for her to
put the tea in theboiting water. _
When the tea came on the table it
was simply horrible. 1
“What have yon been doing with this
tea?”
“I done as yor tole me. Yer tole me *
ter make it as I did de coffee, but I
bleeves I put in too much of de
otjf— Texas Siftings.
Having once taken a brave resell
never look back, but go ou brav<
wards its fulfilment
l
'i®
STRICTLY PURE.
Contalna No Opium la lap
HENRY CLAY’S DISCOVERT
0Mf‘s
 i
?*^1-|
The BEST and CHEAPEST
COUGH AND CROUP
REMEDY.
As an Expectorant It has no Equal. -
ILLEN’S LlG B1LSM!
IN THREE SIZE BOTTLES,
Price, 25 cts., 50 cts. and $1 per bottle.
Tha 25CENT BOTTLER are put up for the accom-
modation of all who deaire almply a COUGH or
CROUP REMEDY.
Thowi desirimf a remedy for CONSUMPTION or
an^LUNG DISEASE should secure the Urge $1.00
Direction* accompany each bottle.
«7*8ou> bt All Midioimb Dxalem.'CS
J.N. HARRIS & CO. (Limited), Prop’rs
CINCINNATI. OHIO.
SOLDIER’S
RECORD. g-S™
Dlscharce. Battlea participated
in. wounas, promotions, etc* snd a
place to record dereaae •Amaffnifl-
rent work of art. Striking ateel po^
____ traits of Lincoln, Grant, Sher-
man, amt Sheridan. Battle soenes etc., makiiii?
a beautiful picture for framing. When fllled out.
will prore an fntereaUng record for aU, and a pricw-
less souvenir to posterity. Highly indoreed by lead-
ins military men. Those who lost soldier friends
during or sinoe the war, and every veteran now liv-
ing, will be sure to order one or more copies.
fUMM IfiCHTG can reap a splendid harvest, as
HUUII AliClIlO the Inducements offered with
the Soldier's Record are unequaled. Children of
Soldiers priie them highly. Every purchaser ia made
a subscriber to onr paper. For full particulars and
sample outfit addreaa, The CHICAGO LEDGER,
371 Franklin street, Chicago, HI. •
. ELY’S
CREAM BALM
Cleanses the Head.
Catarrh
Believes Pain at
Once. Allajs In-
flammation. Heals
Sores. Restores
Taste and Smell.
. o
A , Positive Cure.
A particle is applied into
each noatril. Price 50 cents - ---- —
atdruggista'orby mail. Send for circular.
ELY BROTHERS, Druggiats, Owego. N. Y.
HAY FEVER
. To active agenu, male and fe-
male. Barker Burglar Alarm.
Bend for circulars and terms.
. Barker AOo.,L3Na saust.N.Y.
DEVONS B«C=i
PATENTS
as to patentability FRE1
_ Instnictioni and opinions
E. JF-17 years’ experience.
WANII
Aa act ivs Man or Woman In
_ county to Mil our goods. Salary
gsr Isatli and ExpenMs. Expcnieiii
net. Canvuiing outfit VRKKl Particular.
nad
i. Standard Bllver-ware Co. Boaten. Mao..
IF HOD WANT TO KNOW
1,001 Imnortantthlngi you never knew or thought
of nbont the hnmnn nodr and Ita cnrlona organs,
J{owUf$Uptrjxtuated,hMlthiar:ed,diKa*einduc*d
Jlmoto
BEND
FOR
OUR- . ^ ____
MmjflUlPBb. CO., 129 E. ASUtSL. Rev York.
V inegar Bitters
Is the great Blood Purifier and Life-giving
Principle; a Gentle Purgative and Tonic; a perfect
Renovator and Invigorator of the ajatem. •
In Vinegar Blitters there is vitality hot
no alcoholic or mineral jpolaon.
Diseases of the Skin, of whatever name
or nature, are literally dug up and carried out of
the system In a short time by the use of the Bitters.
Vlnegaur Bitters allays feverishness. It re-
lieves, and in time cures Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
prevents Diarrhoea.
Never before has a medicine been com-
pounded possessing the power of Vane lb Bit-
tibs to heal the sick.
Send for either of our valuable reference
books for ladles, for farmers, for merchants, our
Medical Treatise on Diseases, or our Catechism
on Intemperance and Tobacco, which last should
oe read by every child and youth in the land.
Any two or the above books mailed free on
hedpt of four cents tor registration toec.
H.H. McDonald Drug Co., US Washington 8L, N.T.
How the Great KetucUan Treated P»«sl
dent Madison to Some Excellent Win*.
A correspondent, writing to the
Louisville Courier-Journal, says: At
tho Swiss settlement of Vevay, Ind.,
the grape is extensively cultivated, and
a very respectable wine called MGon-
Btantia," after a cape wine of that name,
whioh it resembles in taste, is manu-
factured. When Yevay was in its in-
fancy, the Hon. Henry Clay, then
Speaker of the House of Representa-
tives of the United States, received a
present of three bottles of this “Con-
stantia" wine— and hereby hangs a tale
related to ns the other day by a gentle-
man who heard it in Kentucky. Ad-
miring its flavor, and surprised to hear
that wine of so good a quality was
raised on the banks of the Ohio, Clay,
after having drank two bottles, request-
ed his wife to lay aside the third in
order that when ne went to Congress he
might take it with him to present to
President Madison, not doubting that
he would be as muoh surprised as he
himself had been at this specimen of
domestic manufacture. Accordingly
the third bottle was carefully deposited
in the cellar, and on going to Washing-
ton Mr. Clay took it along with him.
In crossing the Alleghenies, fearful
that it would get broken, he carried it
in his hands a considerable part of the
way, and on more than one occasion
during the fatiguing passage triumphed
over a strong desire to refresh himself
with its contents. On arrival at the
capital, he sent the “Constantia,” with
as ketch of its history, to the President.
A few days affer this a grand diplo-
matic dinner was given at the White
House, and Mr. Clay, among others,
had an invitation and attended. After
the cloth was removed, the President
ordered the servants to bring dean
glasses, as he had a new kind of wine
on which he wanted the opinion of his
guests. The glasses were produced,
filled with Mr. Clay's “Constantia,"
and passed aronnd to the company.
Clay felt as if the “death agony, was
upon him— he feared the result of this
comparison of his American wine with
the rare European liquors which spark-
led upon the table. At length, after
the smacking of the lips had ceased,
the President, addressing himself to
Mr. Wirt, then Attorney General, said:
“I don't know what kind of wine you
call this, but it tastes to me confounded
strong of Kentucky whisky!” Clay
fdt as if he should sink to the floor
with mortification, bat, keeping his
WeU,
adohe or neu mar uougn Lure wur
vent you disturbing the congregation
put yon in • right frame of mina to e:
the services. Twenty-five cents a bottl
A dos f B d Star C gh C ill pre-
tio  and
njoy
Twenty-five e.
The Yapor-Bsth Cure.
“Oqe of the curiosities of hydropho-
bia," says an old physician of this city,
“is that the animals in whioh alone this
madness voluntarily develops— as the
dog, the fox, the wolf, and the canine
family generally- are animals that
never sweat That is one reason why
I haw great faith in the treatment of
hydrophobia by Dr. Boiaaon, of Paris,
bj inducing quick and copious perspira-
tion by means of vapor baths. I never
wa#t ailed to treat a case of hydropho-
bia, but if I were I should' not hesitate
to depend on the efficacy of the vapor
baths. Dr. Boisson made known his
remarkable experiences with hydropho-
bia in 1885, iu a treatise read to the
Paris Academy of Sciences. He said
he was unconsciously inoculated with
hydrophobia by carelessly wiping his
hands, on one of which he bad a sore,
with a towel which had just been used
in wiping the saliva from the lips of a
pat ent who was in hydrophobia par-
oxysms. The patient died, and nine
days later Dr. Bauson was taken with
symptoms of the disease. Believing
the popular theory of the day, that hy-
drophobia was incurable, he resolved
to put an end to his life, aa he felt the
madness gradually coming on him. He
chose as a means of death stifling him-
self in a vapor bath. He had the heat
in the bath raised to many degrees
above the usual temperature, and
locked himself in. He had been there
Prematurely Aged.
Many a woman robbed of those charms
whioh the rentier sex value so hlfbiy, and
made old before her time by functional Ir-
regularities. To such the bloom of youth
may be restored by the use of a remedy
which has stood the test of time and which
Is to-day acknowledged to be without an equal
as a cure for all lemale weaknesses— Dr.
Pierce's “Favorite Prescription.” By all
druggists.
A Pueblo (Mexican) paper is oalled the
Mother -in-Lavs. Mamed men won't have it in
the house. _ '
Throw Away Trus&es.
Cures guaranteed of every case of rupture
undertaken. Book of particulars, 10 cents
in sumps. Address, World's Dispensary
Medical Association, Buffalo, N. Y.
HHAK8PEAEE would not have asked “What's
in a name?11 if he had tried to wrestle with the
titles bestowed upon his pet orchids.
Neuralgia and Rheumatism are depicted
in engravings as demons tearing at the human
form, but they could be more truthfully de-
scribed by showing a disordered stomach of
clogged blood vessels. Vineoab Birnaa af-
fords certain relief and eventual cure for both
by acting upon the internal system. It dispell
all pain demons install ter.
A MTTTAnn ball gets off ita baize when it
jumps the table and tries the floor for a run
—New Orleans Picayune.
The longest pole knocks the persimmons, and
Bigelow,s Positive Cure knocks all coughs,
colds, croup, hoarseness, bronchitis, asthma,
Influenza, and consumption. Pleasant for chil-
dren. Safe and speedy. 50 cent* and $L
German photographers are now making
photographs of lightning. They are said to bo
itriking likenesses.
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral, in thousands of
cases, has cured a cough in a fow days.
BROWN'S
IRON
BITTERS
WILL CURE
HEADACHE
INDIGESTION
BILIOUSNESS
DYSPEPSIA . .
NERVOUS PROSTRATION
MALARIA
CHILLS and FEVERS
TIRED FEELING
GENERAL DEBILITY
PAIN in the BACK & SIDES
IMPURE BLOOD
CONSTIPATION
FEMALE INFIRMITIES
RHEUMATISM
NEURALGIA *
KIDNEY AND LIVER
TROUBLES
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS
The Genuine hei Trade Mark and croued Red
line* on wrapper.
TAKE NO OTHER.
iovKcu nunBau iu. ne uau ueen uiero A Rismo young lady from the Xeast-Ballio
but a few peconds when he felt the Ratus.— £<. Paul Herald.
symptoms of the disease leaving him.
He left the bath-room amazed. Had a bilious attack and one of those inde-
scribable cases of constant weariness. Took
quinine and other remedies without relief.
Took Dr. Jones’ Red Clover Tonic; am strong
and well Aba Thompson. Logan, Ohio.
The
desire that had been growing on him
to ran and bite animals, the coustrio-
tion in the throat that had prevented
him from swallowing, the distress that
the sight of water gave him, were all
gone. Dr. Buisson dined for the first „ . . , _ .
time in twenty-four hours, drank with J^TthlhL^
ease, and np to 1850, when 1 f&w him,
had not had a recurrence of the symp-
toms of hydrophobia. He had treated
successfully eighty oases of hydropho-
bia by vapor or Russian baths.”—
York Sun.
countenance, answered:
RADWAY’S
READY
RELIEF
CURES AND PREVENTS
Colds, Coughs, Sore Throat, Inflammations,
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Headache,
Toothache, Asthma, Difficult
Breathing.
one to
tins
RADWAY’S READY RELIEF
Is a Cure for AU Pains. Sprains, Bruises,
Pains In the Back, Chest or Umbs.
It was the First and Is the Only
PAIN REMEDY
Tbnt instantly stops the most exerndsttax psina.al-
. Bpasma, flour Stomach, Heartburn. Nervous-
ic, Flatulency, and all fotereAl wins*’ Djr,en*
*h,!
ente per bottie. Sold by druggiats.
Resolvent
larem
2dc
«-
I don't
know but it does so. I should rather
think that it did— but we call this ex-
cellent wine in Kentucky;” and thus
the matter passed off with some merri-
ment. On lus return to his family, Clay
related the circumstances, when one of
the bovs spoke out: “Oh, father, I
can tell you how it happened. Tom
and I were down in the cellar one day
in search of something to drink, when
Tom took up the bottle mother had laid
away, and before knowing what it was
drank off half its contents. Fearing a
discovery, we fllled it np with a bottle
of whisky we found there, and laid it
aside again." Thus was the whisky
taste discovered by Mr. Wirt satisfac-
torily accounted for. Such were the
incidents attending the first bottle,
perhaps, of American Constantia, or
rather whisky, that found its way over
the Alleghenies from the banks of the
Ohio. _
Indian Gratitude.
At the time when the Indians were
scattered along the borders of the set-
tlements in the neighborhood of Litch-
field, Conn., a poor weary Indian ar-
rived at a country in, and asked for
something to eat The landlady re-
fused, when a white man told her to
give the Indian all he wanted, and he
would pay the bill. The Indian prom-
ised he would some time pay him, and
went his way.
Some time afterward this man was
taken captive by the Indians, and car-
ried to Canada. After some time an
Indian came to him, and told him to
meet him at a certain spot at a certain
time. The man, fearing a trick or some
danger, neglected to go. The Indian
again came, and asked him why he did
not come, and kindly reproved him for
want of confidence, naming another
hour for meeting. The white man went,
and fonnd his Indian .friend, who had a
musket, a knapsack and provisions
ready. Pointing to them, he told the
white man to take them and follow him.
After several days’ travel the white
man, wondering what would become of
him— for the Indian said very little —
suddenly came to the top of a hill. The
Indian, stopping him, said, “Do yon
know that country?”
The white man looked, and at last
cried out, “Why, that is Litchfield 1”
“Well,” said the Indian, “long time
ago you give poor Indian supper there.
Indian tell white man he never forget,”
and bidding the delighted and long-lost
exile farewell, he tnrned and retired
into the wilderness by the way they had
come. —Anon, _
Photographs.
Among the wonders of photography
it is said that, with a lens made of rock
salt, it might be possible to photograph
in the dark. One operator has suc-
ceeded in preparing plates which are
sensitive to the rays lying beyond the
red end of the spectrum— tho dark heat
rays— and with snob plates used with a
rook salt lens there should be a possi-
bility of photographing bodies whioh
possess a high temperature, although
that temperature may be far below that
needed to render them self-luminous.
It is even possible that such a plan
may some day be so perfected as to give
ns that information about the “dark
suns” that are belie ved to crowd the
A Mystery.
How the human system ever recovers from
the bad effects of the nauseous medicines often
literally poured into it for the suppositive relief
of dyspepsia, liver complaint, constipation,
rheumatism, and other ailments, U a mystery.
The mischief done by bad medicine is scarcely
less than that caused by disease. If they who
are weak, bilious, dyspeptic, constipated, o»
rheumatic would oftener be guided by the ex-
petfeime of Invalids who have thoooughly tested
Hosteler’s Stomach Bitters, they would in
every instance obtain the speediest old deriva-
ble from rational medication. This medicine is
asearol
safe remc
hlng and at the same time a thoroughly
i edv, derived from vegetable sonroes.
and possessing, in consequence of Its basis of
toted, dyspeptic, and languid.
A Story Which Seems to Have No Moral
There are some abnormally sharp
young men up North. Here is au in-
stance. A young New-Englander land-
ed in New York with nothing but his
carpet-bag and a license to practice
law. An old lady fell on him in the
street, breaking his arm. The cause of
the disaster took him to her house,
nursed him and insisted on his taking
a vacant room and becoming a member
of the family. The young man remain
ed in his pleasant quarters, opened a
law office and began to make money.
There were two daughters at the house,
both very plain. The elder had a little
fortune of $14,000, and the lawyer en-
gaged himself to her with the mother’s
consent After awhile he made money
so rapidly that he laid his plans to
leave the house and cut the acquaint-
ance of the family. Just then the
younger daughter inherited $100,000.
The lawyer paid court to her, and they
became engaged secretly. One day
the old l&dy was on her death-bed, ant
urged an immediate marriage. The
yonng rascal hurried off, secured
license and a preacher, and returned.
When everything was ready the bride-
groom without a word joined Hands
with the younger daughter. The
ceremony was over before the other
girl fonnd voice and protested. The
dying mother saw what had occurred
and v^nt off in a spasm. How matters
were p&tohed up no one knows, but the
woman who was treated so shamefully
still lives with her sister and brother-
in-law. The man who played so base a
part is very prosperous and a leader in
society. Fortune has smiled on him at
every tuna.— Atlanta Constitution.
The Lancet says that the present
style of dressing hair, causes neuralgia.
The nerves of the scalp are irritated by
the way in which the hair is tightly
drawn and skewered with hairpins.
The way in which this result was pro-
duced, the Lancet goes ou in technical
language to explain. — Dr. Foote't
Health Monthly. _ r
“Gentle as the Breeze of Evening.”
This line of an old hymn Is quite appropri-
ate when applied to “Pleasant Purgative
Pellets.” “1 don’t like to take pills If I can
avoid it,” we often bear people fay, “because
they constipate me so.” Now the “Pellet*”
never do this. They are so gentle and mild
that their effect Is almost precisely similar to
a natural movement of the bowels, jfiifl no
unpleasant effects are left behind.
When trains are telescoped the poor ;
gers see stars. _
A Happy Port.
What port is sought by every living ere store ?
Sup-port. You can not well make It If your
longs are not sound. Taylor’s Cherokee Remedy
of Sweet Gum and Mullein will meif« them so
and cure your cough.
The printer has a pick nick all the year
round. — Texas Siftings,
romoting the
ewer.
A dog belonging to a Cincinnati shoe dealer
chews tobocco. Probably Sptyz.
The Great German Physician.
The remarkable phase m the practice of Dr.
Peter W. Schmidt (frequently called Dr. Pete)
is, ho never asked one to describe their disease
but tells each one their trouble without asking
a question. His success is phenomenal His
practice enormous. He is sought after by hun-
dred! wherever he goes, because he cures when
every other physician and remedy have failed.
He haa allowed hit great medicines, Golden Seal
Bitters and Lung Food .for Consnmption, to be
offered to the suffering, and wo assert without
fear of snooessful contradiction that there is
no disease they will not cure. Thousands of
bottpM have been sold. Thousands of brokon-
downand discouraged invalids saved Send to
Golden Heal Bitters Company, Holland City,
Mich., for Facts for the Mnlio^ ! Free.
Free to Ministers, Lawyers, Doctors,
and Teachers.
I will send two bottles of Warner’s
White Wine op Tab Syrup— test remedy
in the world for Coughs, Colds, Throat and
Lung Diseases— it you will recommend it to
your friends, and. get your dealer to order a
dozen bottles from his wholesale druggist.
Send name of yonr druggist. Map of Holy
Land free with medicine. Address Dr.C. D.
Warner, Chicago, 111. All druggists.
“Put up" ut the Gault House.
The business man or tourist will find flritr
class aooommodatlons at the low price of fl
and $2.60 per day at the Gault House, Chica-
go, corner Clinton and Madison streets. This
far-famed hotel is located in the center of the
city, only one. block from the Union Depot
Elevator; all appointments first-dasa.
Horr k Gates. Proprietors.
A Distressed General.
What General causes more distress, is more
prevalent and spreads more dismay? General
want If it was from the want of sound lungfi
Taylor’s Cherokee Remedy of Sweet Gum and
Mullein would out-general It
For DTSPipeiA, indiokstion, depression ot
spirits, and general debility In their various
forms; also, as a preventive sgainst fever and
ague, and other Intermittent fevers, the
“Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Callsaya,’
made by Caawell Hasard A Co., of New York,
and sold by all druggists, Is the best tonic:
and for patients recovering from fever or
other sickness It has no equal
An Undoubted Blessing.
About thirty years sgo s prominent phytidsn by
the name of Dr. Wllllem Hell discovered, or produced
sfterkmg experimental research, a remedy for dis-
eases of the throat, cheat and lunge, which was of
uch wonderful efficacy that It soon gained awide
reputation in this country. The name of the medi-
dnele DR.WM. HALL'S BALSAM FOR THE LUNGS,
end may be eafely relied on as a speedy sad positive
cure for coughs, colds, sore throat etc.
AC. W. DTJHraSLAJBK
Wayne, Du Pag* Co,, missis,
HAS IMPORTED PROM PRANOE
TO PER CENT OF ALL HORSES
EVER IMPORTED TO AMERIOA.
HOOK ON HAND:140
pprMKmtlirwSCO
|Ia}$rttf StilUfn,
Old saough far
Xo Wocits i
sesM eiprwi the agony 1 saSsret Ota iStiswUni. aaS .
it wee tU I could de te endure it. Crippled, set a>Wp» ’ *
walk er deep, I ubk Iwo-UIrdi ef e bottle, of ATHLO-
PHOROB ead la e tar dfiyi was well." T X.Tkedhld,
M&lYlA Avenee, MUwaskee, Wle. iUlepbem Wtheseiy ;
reel our. Or tbewaUm erer dleeerered. Aikyeerdrae.
gUt to Atklepbarae. Ifyeseoeaetietllerbla deeetuy
eeaetblBg elee, bet order at eeee tea se. WevlUeeadu
frt.
ISBSGIS
LIQUID GLUE
MENDS EVERYTHINO
Wood. Leather, Paper. I very .0 leas,
China, Furniture .Bric-a-Brac, So.
Strong as Iron, Solid u ft leek.
The total quantity sold daring the
pest five years amounted to ever
Pronounced Btrongeit (ilue known
_ ___ Benddcaler’acarcTand 10c. pottage
Crtim m ini
FORCOUCH8, CROUP AND
CONSUMPTION USE i
OF SWEET RUM AND MULLEIH.
The Sweet Gum from a tree of the same
r,J A
I hare been selling Athlophoros about
Hastings, a druggist of Mendota, HI
- 1 -
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mi
tor Coughs, Cold* and Sort Throat*, am
Alleviator of Consumption, and of great
Caps cum Cough Drops
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JWe /Tom Opiates, Emetics and Poison.
SAFE.
SURE.
PROMPT. __
benefit in moetoaaee ot
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° *for7a«by allVealer*? *
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A Life Experience. Remarkable and
quick cure*. Trial Packages. Send
etamp for aealed partionlara. Addreaa
Dr. WARD Jt OO. LoublAfta, M*
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“The World's W. 0. T. U. Pounded
In 1833,”
this moy bo called one of the greatest
associations In tho world. Wo give a
copy 6f its Motto and Object J'Motw-
Por God, Home trod Hnalanity.,,
“Object:— To unify tbe methods of wo-
mans temperance work the world over,
and to circulate a petition for the prohibi-
tion of the traffic of alcoholic drinks and
opium.” To our National President— Miss
Frances E. Willard in her world embrac-
ing benevolence, aided by the untiring
efforts of our “Round the World Mission-
ary” Mrs. Mary Clement Leavitt, are wo
Indebted for the noble conception that led
to this world embracing association.
Thousands arc now tiding it by pecuniary
means and prayers. Its President Is Mrs.
Margaret Lucas, London, Eng. The Na-
tional Presidents of the different countries
from the corps of Vice Presidents. Uni-
ted States, Miss Frances E. Willard; Can-
ada, Mrs. Letitia Youmans; Hawaiian
Islands, Mrs. Dr. Whitney; New Zealand,
Mrs1. Judge Ward; Belgium, Miss Char-
lotte Gray. This work is going on con-
stantly. Our Round the World Missionary
is now in Australia, and la doing great
work. In tbe Union Signal of Jan. 14th,
we have an account of a convention held
Nov. 20th, 1885 at Honolulu in the hall of
the Y. M. C. A. On a blackboard was
written 110,800 gallons liquor, $851,400.
Schools and Education $80,000; Protest-
ant Churches and Missions $50,000. For
Liquor $731,400 more than for Schools,
Churches and ljIi“lon»* There sre ft
number of flourishing unions in these
islands. Many, whe never tike the pains
to examine the records, ask, what is being
done by these societies? If nothing more
should be done thah to call the attention,
to the waste of money era that which Is
absolute useless and very injurious, while
that which is necessary to fit men for
good citizenship, for comfort here and
herealter must be neglected, there would
be a great object attained. A band of
women numbering hundreds and thou-
sands have unltej) in one blessed society
to lanor lor the good of the race for which
the Saviour died. They ®ay be consid-
ered co-workers with the Son of God in
bringing back to Him our wandering race.
AJcohol the greatenemy of man was at
tl^e first the great object of attack, but
soon a great array of evils were seen fol-
lowing in its train. To meet U»ese evils
apd further the cause of temperance 88
superinteodencles were organized. The
poor unfortunate ones were to be sought
oh the dark mountains and in the high-
ways a<& hedges. They were not only
tqbo watched over and cared for until
healed, but as far as possible the evil that
had reduced jlbem to this pitiable state
wks to bo removed. ^  .*
We will allude to this again.
M. S. Van O’linda.
PHOENIX _
Cheap Cash Store !
The undersigned has purchased the store and
atock of goods of M. Jonkman, on River street,
POWDER
Absolutely Pure.
This powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
strength and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary ktnda. and cannot be sold In
competition with the mnltltude of low test, short
weight alnm or phosphate powders. Sold only in
cans. Rotal Bakino Powobh Co., 106 Wall-st,
New York. *9-48*
GOOD. NEWS
By All Means Purchase Nimrod
PLUG
TOBACCO!
vAn Old Story.— Look at a human being
when under tbe influence of that terrible
torture, rheumatism. Trivial qvmptoms
were neglected until the disease became
established, whereas all the long suffering
could have been prevented by the prompt
use of Salvation Oil, costing only 25 cents
a bottle by all druggis^ _
An- End to Bone Scraping.
Edward Shepherd, of Harrisburg, 111.,
says: “Having received so much benefit
from Electric Bitters, J felt it my duty to
let suffering humanity know it. Have had
a running sore on my leg for eight years ;
my doctors told me I would have to have
the hone scraped or leg amputated. I
used, Instead, three bottles of Electric Bit'
tars and seven boxes Bucklen’s Arnica
Salve, and my leg is now sound and well
Electric Bitters are sold at fifty cents a
bottle, and Bucklen’s Arnica Salve at 25c.
per box by Ueber Walsh.
A fight yesterday between Miss: Sore
iroat and Mr. Bronchial Wafers (Dr.
Stone1*) resulted in- a victory for
Wafers. 25c. r '
West’s World's Wonder, or Family Lin-
iment, a never falling cure for-rfaeumatism,
neuralgia, cuts, burns, bruises, wounds,
and frost bites. 25 aud 50c. All druggists.
Mr. Hacking Cougn broke his neck yes-
terday over a box of Dr. X. Stone’s Bron-
chial| Wafers. 25 cents.
As a borne remedy, to be kept at hand
for use In cases of sudden Illness, and for
the prompt telief and cure of throat and
lung diseases, Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral is
invaluable.
A mile a minute is the speed attained by
Dr. X Stone’s Bronchial Wafers when
curing a cough or sore throat. 25c.
West’e Cough Syrup. A sure cure for
coughs, colds, sore throat, aud alt dis-
eases of the throat, and lungs. 25c., 50c.
and $1.00 per bottle. All druggists.
The sun is a good ways off, and so are
throat and lung"' troubles from those who
Mlftx. Stone’s I WmmBronchial Wafers. 25c.
in sold. West’s
cheapest and best
cures more cases
Mrsr,oe-
PREMIUM GOODS.
Bvery box has a ticket in it entitling the holder
to a share in the distribution of Fine Gold
Watches and Ohains, Quadruple Silver-Plated
Ware, Tea Pots, Coffee Pois, Knives, Porks and
Spoons. Nimrod Is tbe best chew and the
greatest seller. Always in good order and gives
good satisfaction. It is packed in styles which
preserve the Pliant. Ripe, Cheesy condition. It
is the choice of the chewer and never aticka on
the dealer's hands. For sale by all Jobbers and
Retailers.
8. W. YENEABLE & CO.
Petersburg, Va.
s ockofg oasorM. j xra itive i
Crockery, V
Flour and Peed, **
and Glassware,
With boneat and fair dealing he hopes to rethln
all old customers of the store and obtain many
new ones. . (
Goods will be delivered to
any part of the city free of
charge.
JAS. HUNTLEY,
Estimates given for all
kinds of buildings, fin-
ished and completed.
Planing and Re-sawing
done on short notice.
Stairs, Hand Railing, Sash
Doors, Blinds, Mouldings,
Brackets, etc., made and
furnished.
Office and Shop on Riuer street,
near the corner of Tenth street, '
There Is a telephone In the store, and all ordera:
given through H will he promptly attended to.
Give me a Call.
. . . . . R. E. WERKMAN.,,
Holland, Mfch., July 23, 1885.
great PENETRATIVE.
POSITIVELY BURNS
STUMPS.
•JTo crude pdtroleUm,
sulpbnr.Eultpeierorex-
iutMives. hut la a com-
pound, Which, if put !n
the : tun.p a'.-.d sc*, fire
to, will burn It,
ROOTS AND ALL,
GREEN OR DKY.
Pend *1.00 for enourh
rcuoirotlve to bum 12
Ir redot issuuit stump*.
.Subtraction guaranteed
c- money cheerfully re-
funded. Send for illus-
trated clrerlnr.Ac.
Agents Wanted.
Idresa
Hie Acme Penetrative Co.,
New Carlisle, 0.
Lock Box E.
P. EL WILIME
* Manufacturer of • .
Wilis’ CeleMet Wools! Drive. Wells!
AND WOODEN PUMPS,
Porcelain-lined, Iron-lined, Maple Cylinder
aud all the dlflerent kinds of pnmps.pipo and iron.
The Best Newspaper in America,
and by far the Most Readable.
Agents wanted evsrywhere to earn
money in distributing the Sun’s Pre-
miums.
The most interesting and advanta-
geous offers ever made by any News-
paper.
No Subscriber ignored or neglected.
Something for all.
Beautiful and Substantial Preminma in
Standard Gold and o thorWatchee.Yaluabio
Books, tho Beat Family Sewing Machine
known to tho trade, and anuneqoalod Hat
of objects of real utility and instruction.
Rates, by Mail, Postpaid:
DAILY, per Year (without Sunday) $6 00
DAILY, per Month <wUhontSund*y) 50
SUNDAY, per Year ... I 00
FOR EVERY DAY IN THE YEAR 7 00
WEEKLY, per Year ... I 00
Address, IRE SUN, New Tofk ttty. 4
James M. VanderVen,
Cigar Manufacturer,
Van der Veen’s Block.
The nubile oi Holland and vicinity are hereby
notified that I have purchased the stock and btrii-
ness of H. Posttna. I shall continue tho manu-
facture of Cigars and should be happy of a patron-
age warranted by the quality of the clears I make.
GIVE ME A CALL,
JAMES M. VAN DRR YEN,
Holland, Mtch., Jon. 14, 1888.
ALBERT CURTIS,
Graduate of Cntario Veterinary Col-
. lege, Toronto, Canada.
Will professionally attend to all diseases of
HORSES AND CATTLE!
Dealer in the leadln
menu, such as
l i g class of agrlcnltnral Implo-
---- - ----- — Engines, Threshers. Saw Mills,
Wind Mills, Self-binding Reaper*. MoWers, Bug------------ --- ----- - — a i.. .... ..... . — r
(riei. Wagons, Plows, Spring Tooth Harrowa, all
that Formers need except nmoney, and that yon
cau make by baying of me as I will sell very rea-
sunable. Fair dealing and good goods.
COME AND, SEE ME.
Holland, April 22. 1885.
PETER H. WILMS.
12-ly
JAS. HUNTLEY.
Holland, May 27, 1883.
CUTTERS and SLEIGHS.
The popular wagon manufacturer
J. FLIEMAN
has in atock a nnmber of theCUTTERS
made by the
Northwestern Sleigh Company
ofMilwafckee. These cutters for ease and com-
for are superior, while In
Strength and Durability
they heat everything. The dash Is a Jnew device
which cannot be broken.
* '.I also have a lot of
Sleighs of Every Description.
on hand which I propose to sell at COST. ,
FARMERS and OTHERS
l^v-THE LiaHT RUNNINO^
4?
wishing anything In my lineman do^nobetter than
made work in
which I will sell at astonishingly low prices In
order to make room for my fall stockj
Qall and examine and give me a trial.
J. FLIEMAN,
Hollakd, Mich. OcL 23, 1884.
SEWING-MACHINE
HAS NO EQUAL.
PERFECT SATISFACTION
MHoieMgMacleCo.
-ORANGE, MASSJlj
30 Union Square* N.Yt Chicago, IIL St. Louis, Mo.
Atlanta, 6a. Dallas, Tex. San Francisco, Cal.
Meyer, Brouwer k Co.,
DEALERS IN
Furniture, Wall Paper,
CARPETS. ETC.
Holland, - , Michigan,
50-6w
/ *
Beal is Wealth!
Db E. C. West's Nerve and Brain Treat-
ment, a guaranteed specifio for Hysteria, Dini-
nees. Convulsions, Fite, Nervous Neuralgia,,
Henaocho, Nervous Prostration caused by the use
of alcohol or tobacco. Wakefulness, Blental Uo-
prwsion, Softening of tho Brain resulting in in-
sanity and loading to misery, decay and death,
Premature Old Age, Barrenness, Loss of power
Orders by mull or telcgranh will receive prompt
attention. A fim-class stock of medicines always
on band. Borges examined as to soundness, lios-
pita] lor lame and diseased horses. If not pro-
fessionally engaged can be seen at all hours,
Oflloe opposite Dr. Van Fatten’* drag store,
Holland, Mich. , £ 41-3 mos.
one month's treatment. $1.00 a box, or six boxes
for $5X0, sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price.
WE GUARANTEE MIX BOXES
To cure any case. With each order received by its
for six boxes, accompanied with $5X0, we will
send the purchaser our written guarantee to re.
fond the money if the treatment does iiotefleot
•core. Gnaranteea issued only by
JOHN O. WEST & GO.,
862 W. MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILLS.,
Sole Prop’s West’* Liver Pill*.
 • ’ • 51-ly
Otto Breyman
-dealer In-
Jewelry, Watches,
DIAMONDS,
Silttmn, Plattta, and Fautr iSoodt.
Gold and Silver Watches at Rea-
sonable Prices,
Robust Health
Is not always enjoved bV those who .
to possess It. Tue taint of corru
blood may be secretly undermining the
constitution. In time, tho poison will cer-
tainly show llscfteets, flml with all tho moreand 
vlrufeneo the longer It hus been allowed
to permeate the system. Each pimple, sty.
boil, skin disorder and sense of unnatural
lassitude, or languor, is one of Nature’s
warnings of the consequences of neglect*
Ayers Sarsaparilla
Is tho only remedy that can be relied upon,
In all cases, to eradicate the taint of hered-
Itarv disease and the special corruption*
of the blood. It is the only alterative
that is sullielently powerful to thoroughly
clean <e the system of Scrofulous and
Mercurial impurities and the pollution
of Cvutimious ’Diseases. It also neu-
tmli/es the poisons left bv Diphtheria
and Scarlet Fewer, and enrolos rapid
recuperation from the eufeeblemeut and
debility caused by these diseases.
Myriads of Cures
Achieved by Ayer's Sarsaparilla, In
the past forty years, are attested, and there
is no blood rtifcVaso, at ail possible of euro,
that will not yield to It. Whatever the
ailments of 1 Ins class, and wherever found,
from the scurvy of the Arctic circle to tho
‘•velui-Hores” of South Africa, this rem-
edy has afforded health to the sufferers
bv whom it was employed. Druggist*
everywhere can cite numerous cases, with-
in their personal knowledge, of remurk-
oblj cures wrought by it, where all other
treatment had been 'unavailing. People
will do well to
Trust Nothing Else
than Ayer's Sarsaparilla. Numerous
erode mixtures are offered to the public
as “blood purifiers,’’ which only allure
tho patient with tho pretense of many
cheap doses, and with which it Is folly to
experiment whllo disease id steadily be-
coming more deep-seated and difficult of
cure. Some of these mixtures do much
lasting harm. Bear in mind that the only
medicine that can radically purify tho
vitiated blood Is
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,
PREPARED DY
Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, lias*.
Sold by all Druggists; Price $1;
Six bottles for $5.
E. HEROLD,
has just received a large stock of tbe latest
styles of Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s
BOOTS A SHOES
£gj£ among which are tbe celebrated
GROVER HAND SEWED
SHOISS.
The largest assortment of
ID I A 3SA O Iff D XL I Iff Gt S
ever displayed in this city.
Having jost secured the services of
competent and capable shoemaker, •
pecial attention will be paid to
GUSTOM WORK.
I also keep on hand a large ’assortment of
SPECTACLES
Repairing promptly and
done
and a . :
FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.
AU the Goods are
CALL ANB SEE ITS.
'
>VocV*' uyV;'PpPP
